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THE SUPREME COURT DECI IN "NCAA v.

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA"

-MONDAY, 19 NOVEMBER 1954

"U.S. SENATE,
CpMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

- Cedar Falls, IA.
The.committee met at. ltp.m. in MRucker University Union, .Uni-

versity of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falje, 1,A, Hon. Charles E. Grassley
.(acting chairman) presiding. '

Committee staff members present: Alice R. and Bruce
Hallman..

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY
Senator GRASSI.E.Y. I want to take the oppOrtunity at the start of

this. meeting to say thank you to all qf youxho -are here, members
, of the..put)lic at large, our,witness,list,\official people to testify, and

aljio,pre0, radio and television people w are present.'
I'd also say that we are in Iowa with t s, hearing befothe Ju-

diciary Committee, and the reason the Ju Clary Committee of the
Se to is involved in this issue is because t Judiciary. Committee.
has risdiction over antitrust legislatioi in the Senate.

The subject of our hearing today is the first in-the Senate on this
issue since the decision of last June. The HousemkEepresentatives
Commerce Committee did have a hearing looking into this issue,
but this is the first in the case of the Senate.

The focus of today's.heating is'the impact of the SupremeiCourt's
decision in NCAA y. Board of Regents of*the Universi4y of Oklaho-
ma. This current situation has arisen out of cicumstances which
regih back to the 1940's Sand, 1950's when televisiop b n broad-
caring college football. In 1951, recognizing that,TV- lecasts may
decrease attendance at games? the NCAA devised elevision plan-
which gave it exclusive control over the broad sting of college
games. At plat,time revenues from this ent prise netted the
schools a total orapproximatelyil million. Ifthe-NCAA's 1982-85
television plan lied been retained, revenues would have reached
over 1243 million, It's obvious that 'college football does not only.
play an integral part in the overall spirit of the institution, but has
becoml a big business as well.

The contracts negotiated by the NCAA with ABC and' CBS con-
tained.a number of restrictions designed to giVe as much exposure
to the largest number of schootip as possible. Such limitations in-
cluded guatanteed appearances to both large and sffiall schools,.
limits on the number of games that could be broadcast, and restric-

(1) .
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Lions on the aMoUnt of money received and number of times each4,
.. . ° school could appear. . .. ,

Feeling shackled, the UniversitteS of Oklahoma and Georgia sued -
the NCAA- in .1981 for violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act
t der a restraint' of trade theory. The Suprema Court upheld this
theory, and in a 7 to 2 opihioniOnd thatand I quote.. NABecause .if roetrams price and output, the.N6AA's television plan has a signifi-.
cant pptentiar for antico .

petitive.effects. ,.
)

- ,

. It is this deciSion that has led us to today's confused' situation.
Our purpose: is not to second-guess the courts,- but instead to

,assess the impact of their reasoning and examine whether Con-
grss should have any role th developing' a respOnse to this prob-
lem. ° . a,

Among the issues to be discussed today, or at least I would hope
would be discUssed: ,

One, should Congress grant the NCAA a limited exemption front
the antitrust laws. ,4

Two, what effect has the decision had on the financial status 9f --
both. large and small schools. .

. Thrbe, ilas there been increasod--or--ftrcreased ex a

a

result of the decision.
Four, has the decision endangered the live gate.
rive, in the wake of the decision, what kind of restrictionkcan be

imposed- upon schools by broadcasters Which limit appearance
rights.

Last, what effect will Judge Burciaga's most recent findings-h-Tay.e
on the future'of college, football broadcasting.

I look forward to hearing each of our4distinguished witnesses hs
they shed some light) for us on this controversial topic.

Before calling the first panel'I think I'm going to call panel IV
first, .because 'di' the necessity of one of the panelists to go to the
airport, but before I do that, Fa like to say two or three things that
are normal announcements at a hearing lkke. this.

The hearing record,generally Would be held open for about 10 or
15 days. This allows anyone who has additions that they want to
make to their statement to submit them to us in writing. It gives
myself, as chairman, andalso other members of the Senate Judici-
aty Committee who, obviously, aren't here, a chance to to ask ques-
tions of the panels, to submit those questions in writing to you, and
then we'd ask that you submit answers in the same way, within
that period of time--Twithin a reasonable-period of time, assuming
you get the questions right away. It also gives an opportunity for
you, if you have any corrections to any of your statements, submit
those corrections to us.

I also want to announce that this hearing will be transcribed as41,.,
will be printed as an official hearing record of the Senate Judiciary
Committee. What you say plus what I say, and the qtpestions we
have, will be recorded. Everybody we invited to testify is h , and
there were people who we invited to testify who couldn't here,

. and some of these people submitted statements for the reco . Also
if there is anyAe in the audience who, wasn't invited to testify,
but who wishes to do so, please submit a short statement in writing

6
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that's pertinXit, to the issue befpre as. We would receive that state-
mentand print it as if it werelgivpn orally. ,

Let me also add that for the.fiefit of the press, there's cop's of
most, if not all, of t.tie statements on the back ttible that you re n-
titled to.

-1
4'd like to now call panel IV, Thomas Graves, James Hedlund,

and Rex Lardner, and I Would'ask each of you to epme and sit. a
the table. This }panel repreSents various communication interes
that hove been affected by the upreme'Court decision. Also invit-
ed to' testify were the three major networks---CBS, NBC,- and
ABC---,-but 'due to scheduling conflicts, were Unable to attend. We
have their submitted testimony for the record.

First, we have Thomas Graves, director, government relations
and development. at Heritage Communications, with a concentra-
tion in the areas of legislation and programming. He is also execu-
tive ,director of the Iowa Cable Television Association.

Mr. James,Hedlund is the vice president of the Association of In-
dependent Television .Stations. Previbusly be' was trap assistafit.
that represented 1115 comtnercial channel indepondenCTV stations
across the country, and from 1977 to 1981 be was the minority staff .

..,director of the House of Repre.qentatives Committee on the Budget.
Mr. Rex Lardner, Jr.-is director. of programmingrfor Sports Time,

which is the regional pay cable. Midwestern sports network. Prior
to this; Mr. Lardner worked as the director of sports programming
for CBS, and also worked at NBC iti sports.

I thaiiii,,yOu for coming, and I would ask you to proceed in the '
order you are listed on the panelMr. Graves, Mr. Hedlund, and
Mr. Lardner: I would ask each of you to give your testimony, and
at the end of the testimony I may have some questions'that I may
ask you.

Could I also "make one futther general administrative request,
which lope isn't a burden on anybody; if it is, then feel freeito
say so. Put, pursuant tb instructions given by staff at the formula-
tion of the program for today's hearing, we ask, as much as possi-
ble, if you could summarize your.statement in 5 minutes. We'd ap-
preciate that very much.

STATEkENTS OF PANEL CONSISTING OF: THOMAS GRAVES, DI-
RECTOR, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT, HER:
ITAGE COMMUNICATIONS; JAMES HEDLUND, VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT, RELATIONS ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT,
TELEVISION STATIONS (INTV); AND REX LARDNER, JR., DIREC-
TOR OF PROGRAMMING, SPORTS TIME, ST. LOUIS, MO
Mr. GRAVES. We at Heritage Communications appreciate very

much the opportunity to appear at this hearing. Heritage is one of
thok Nation's largest cable television operators. Headquartered ink
Deg Moines, we serve-more than. 150,000 subscribers in Iowa alone,
where we have service in more than '100 communities 'statewide. -

It has been an interesting-year for college fdiatball. I've ,watched
football teams from across the country.and from every possible con-
feience, on networks and stations which previously did not carry
live college football. For Iowans, the greatest impact probably was

p
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w availability fol,lowa and Iowa' State football on a more regular . .
t.

basis. A
.,

Ce4-tainly", this- fist year after the NCAA 'relinnitishe4 its abso-
lute control over _college football on televisio i as not been .without
its problems. Some would say it has been chao ic. I'm sure the diffi-
cultiesoftbis season, particularly in the are tif revenues, will:be '
well articulated by others today, Instead, I d like to discusg two ,

'`..,1 points, , t
Firsti the viewpoint of the consumer and, second, the

- culty of living under the former -NCAA rules..
i., I'm concerned that the consumer Could be the forgot

this equation. Has the consumer been bettenerved.
last; and, will he be better served _in the futui.e of NC

han

i monopoly is permanently eliminated? 's. .
,
.

rmer ., --
. :...,-

I would Evgue that the-consumer has definitely enjoyed an itn- ,
..,

provement in his viewing options this year and 'win hontinue *a' .. .

enjoy this, because the NCAA no longer has a stranglehojd,on tele-. J. -
vision rights. ,

..

Heritage Communications hopes to play a 4iture role in -prodUc- ,

ing and presenting college football on television,We have not doyle
so directly this yew-, but it is because the games were easitraiail-
able elsewhere; not because rules prevented us from doing so, as in
earlier years. -

Meanwhile, the .consumer, in Des Moines this year'Was able to
view 9 of,the 11/football games Iowa has played so far this season,
on CBS, the Iowa Television Network and on Sports Time. Des
Moines watched Iow State several times. They watched
Drake and Nor ern Iowa on Sports Time, which carries a Missou-
ri Valley confeftnce game weekly. Sports Time is tiovy available to /*/
more than 120,000 Heritage Cablevision subscribers in Iowa. ,

-,'' 71.1

The consumer now has choice.. He or she will not tune in all t
available gamesat least I hope not, but I believe that hewn #'

-it previously tuned out some of the dreadful games that were once
the only choke. .. ,

Iowa football, at least until its recent renaissance, was not some-
thing you saw on television. And this year our Cyclones might not
have'appeared at all. Why not carry the games locally or,.Kegional-
ly in the past? We could not carry them because the ,NCAN rules
were cumbersome, difficult and unfairly- biased against any
medium except network 'television.

NCAA's football television rules were so complicated that it
would be difficult to summarize them in the short time allowed. In-
stead, let me cite a, couple of examples of the interpretations f
rules which resulted in Heritage's inability to cableZ'ast games of`
Iowa teams..These games ended up being unavailable to anyone in
Iowa as a result. 1(

In one case we ran into article 16, which stated in part that the
permissible, area of reception of a cablecast shall. be "a 120-mile
radius from the designated center of any televSion market in
which the cablecast is authorized." In other words, Heriftige could -<
only cablecast to some of its Iowa systems, and could not allow the
game to be carried by non-Heritage systems in places such as Wa-
terlo6 or Sioux City.

1
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More onerous, perhaps, was the requirement that no "apprecia-
ble damage" be done to.any-conflicting 'football game, within a -30-
mile radius of any cablecast-system. This rule has been interpreted
by the NCAA to mean that-all such conflicting-games lie said out.

Qn one occasion in which we hoped to telecast a 'Big Eight game'
from Ames, Heritage discovered that it w have to buy out not
only Drake Stadium, but the stadium wbei npson College in In-
dianola was .playing its home game. And ti was fo,r carriage in
Des Moines only. ,..

A more reasonable, interpretation suggested by us would have
been that the cablecasterocompensate the schools for the shortfall
they .might experience from their average box office receipts of
those games over the. last several years: Either way, it represented
an unsatisfactory requirement that cablecasters subsidize another
football programs .

The trail,. is, the rules were biased in favor of network televi-
siongranting them, foi instahce, first right for exclusive carriage
of a game; even if we could meet the above criteria. This was an
unacceptable problem Which provided an uncertainty that ,we
would be carrying a game, even after notifying our oustomers, ad-, vertising the game and marketing it. SimOly put, the ruleg were
biased against the new media gpportunities offered by such services .
as cable television. , -

In summary, let me indicate that we believe no legislative action
is necessary in the case of the college football on television. Cer-
tainly the Congress should not grant the NCAA or any other group
a monopoly over college football on television.

Thank-you very much.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you. Mr. Hedlund. ari
Mr. HEDLUND. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
I'm sorry that the relatively short notice for our organization

prevented us 6m getting one of our station .general managers
here. I think on of them would probably be in a much better posi-
tion to give it you from the horse's mouth, as it were, rather
than heal-. econdhand from me. But, nonetheless, I will do
what I can.

I am the vice president of the Association gf Independent Televi-
sion Stations. We, in Washington, go by our etreronym, INTV.

Let me pause for h moment and give you.just a little bit of back-
ground about who we are, because I think that's critically impor-
tant to the remainder of my statement. We are a trade association
that represents ap roximately 130 independent commercial televi-
sion stations aroun he country, ranging from BoSton to Los Ange-
les, Seattle to Miami and, in fact, there istalready one independent-
station in Iowa on the air, which is,. through my notes, KCBR,
which is channel 17 in Des Moines. We expect three or four more
on the air in different cities in Iowa within the. next couple Of
ytars. So, wile independent television may not be a particularly
well known thing in Iowa at the moment, I fully expect aft to be in
the near future. I

Independents are the fastest growing segment of the'' television
industry. Since 1972, for example,1 believe there has keen one new
network affiliate in total added, whereas we have doubled the size
of our organization in the jest 5 years, and indepenOnt stations
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are coining on the air-at the rate of about 25 tb 30 a year in the
last couple of years. So we at some point in the very, netIL future
are going /to be a very sizable organization, aVailahle to .Irtually
every television viewer hi' the United States.

To 'understand why We're testifying today, please understand
that the distinguishing feature, the one thing that distinguishes an
independent station from an ABC, NBC or CBS affiliated station, is
that we have to buy or produce programming to fill every single
minute of brcadcasting day. We don't have the luxury like an affili-
ate, of flicking a switch and having these mammoth corporatiqns in
New, York send us most of the programming we then put out over
the air.

As a result of this, the most critical concern of every independ-
ent station is the availability of programming, something 'not only
to just put on the air, but something to attract viewers so
they'll be watching our independent stations instead of ABC, CBS

. or NBC. And that concern over programming is equally critical to
that station as WPIX in New York, KeBR in Des Moines or KTLA
in Los Angeles, or any of the stations in between.

We also have, I think, a rathei unique position in this dispute
over college football television rights, because of two factors: One.
While we were not plaintiffs in.the case recently decided by the Su-
preme Court, we did file amicus' briefs on behalf of the plaintiffs,
the Universitie§of Georgia and Oklahoma, in both the circuit
courts and the Sitireme Court.

. Secondand I will go on to explain this a little furtherin early
September of this year our organization, on behalf of our member-
ship, filed two antitrust suits in Federal court naming ,as defend-
ants in this action ABC, its owned cable programming interests,
ESPN; CBS; the College Football Association, which we refer to as
CFA; and the Big Eight, PacTen and Big Ten Conferences.

Essentially, we,are charging that the very same colleges that vio-
lated the antitrust laws as members of the NCAA are continuing to
engage in anticompetitive practices merely by changing the name
of their joint marketing arrangement from4CAA to CFA.

Let pie explain. The Supreme Court, in our mind, ruled that the
NCAA and its member schools were violating the antitrust laws by
illegally conspiring to reduce the supply of college football games
that were available to television, and in the magic formula that
every college* student learns,, iji economics 101, by reducing the
supply of something, you .4iVe up the price. It's a classic cartel,
and it's exactly What the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries did in the two oil' freezes that led to the drastic increases
in oil prices. They reduced the supply enough to substantially drive
up the price. This is exactly, what the major football-playing col-
leges in this country were doing through the NCAA.

And our belief is that they are, as you said in your opening re-
marks, involved in a very big butiness. Television rights td college
football represent a multimillion-dollar business. And. our yiew is
that the colleges who have decided to play in this league ought to
play by the same rules everyone else does.

As a result, of course, we are very pledsed with the Supreme
Coda's decision. But the question got to be, what did we get? What
did our stations, and we believe the public, gain from the Supreme

k0
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Court's dkision? And while this may overstate it slightly, I will
answer, little an& nothing. Little in the following sense: We did see
an improvement in the marketplace, For the first time ever, our
st4tions and other local stations which may be affiliated with some
of the other networks, were able to Carry some television football
games. But there 'were s me real restrictions on this, and let me
explain what they are. Fit 't of all, we had severe time restrictions.

`The only time of the day that independent stations or affiliated sta-
tians, local stations, could carry ebllege footballapart' from the
network fees, which I'll gel to in a momehtwas in what is called
the early Saturday window. And that meant that on the east coast
a college football game had to start by about 10 after 12 in order to
gUarantee that that game vas completed, over and' finished with
before 3:30, when the ABC nttw-ori( started its national game. Now,
12:30 doesn't that's a little'early for me from my days of college,
but it gets more absurd as,you move west, sp that in the central
time zone-you're starting a game apProximately'a quarter after` 11
in the morning. You move to the mountain time zone, a quarter
after 10, and' in the .Pacific,time zone, a quarter after 9. Now, the
idea of having- a. tailgate party at 8:30 in the morning is .a little
absurd, and clearly it works enorindus*hardshipA on-the studgnts,
,the alumni and the fans Who support it.

Frcan s strictly business standpoint, starting gamesand this is
the only time zone in which we '-*ere allowed to carry these
gamesalso worked a great hardship from the standpoint that the
audience is not there at 1%. in th0 morning. The key audience
which advertisers are willing to pay a 75- to 85-percent premium

..-
on reachingis the adult, college-edutated male between 25 and 54.
So that the key demographic, audience that a lot.-of advertisers pay
dearl to reach is the key audience that watches college football on
Saturday. They're not there atthekids are still watching TV--=.at

.,1 that hour, when you have progranOng. . .

.second, the conferences themselves have restricted the rights of
local stations to serve their public,. in the following wayand I
hope I don't get stoned in herebut the Big Eight, as an example,
and one of the reas9ns they have been named a defendant in our
suit, has cooked up this dealand this is very similar to the other
conferences as wellwhich creates a "game of the week," concept.
So that in this absurdly early time period on Saturdays,. only one
Big Eight game is made available to local television stations. And
that's fine, I suppose, that yoU may on a given week have Kansas
State-Oklahoma, and I'm sure a very popular game in a lot of parts
of the Midwest. But, golly, at the same time period Iowa State
might be playing Colorado or 'Missouri, and they are forbidden
from selling the TV rights to their games in competition with the
Big Eight, game of the week.

Now, ih theory, that will. mean that Iowa State gets on a couple
of times during the season. The real question is,. wouldn't the
people of Iowa much prefer, if Iowa State is willing to do it, watch
all of Iowa State's games, rather than getting ont here and getting
one there? .

Again, it is an effortb withhold production, withhold supply, in
the hope that they eguillirive up the price. That's what I meant by
getting a little.. By' getting nothing.is what we consider the most
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egregious featurethe contract-that ABC signed with the College
Football Association. It oalls for totally exclusive rights to all CFA
football games from 3:30 in the afternoon Eastorn timedio 10 p.m.,
in combination with ESPN, which, ABC owns.

Now, we don't have any objectiont-to ABC going in and buying,
if the colleges are willing to sell it, the 'rights to the hottest nation-
al game. 'Quite clearly, this last w6ek it wag Oklahoma-Nebraska.
This coming Saturday it's going_ to be Oklahoma-Oklahoma, State.

We' don't have any 'illusions that ,one of our stations can outbid
ABC 9r a regional syndicate of:At30, and that's Tile: They can get
those games. But we believe that it's totally illegal and not in the

.public interest for ABC to sa3;,1riot only 'do we get our piuk of. -what
game we want, but all 61- remaining CFA schools are fotbidden,
from having their games teleVised during any part of this tifne
pericid.

Essentially; the CFA doing exactly what the court found the
N('AA guilty of doing, £which is conspiring to reduce output/and in-.

crease prices.'
Now, understand Sour position. We are 410t. only -independent:Tot

th thr major -television networks in New York, .we'fe independ-
e it of h other. In a lot of markets, there are tWo and three inde-
pendent tat.ions, and our members fight with each other e cats
and dogs for ,market shares that attract an audience. We ar essen
tially local stations trying to serve local, needs, trying to filid
games, trying:to find movies, trying to find shows that will interest
a local audience. And when we go after a football game, we're
trying to serve that local audiencenot New York dictating what
all the people in the country are going to see.

We know that networks will outbid us for the hottest key
games. But on the other hand, just as e heard the
sionantl probably know it much better than 'o tics is'all
local essentially, football is, too. 'There are certainly national
games that will attract'an audience. We all want to sit iaoun'd tht
television on New Year's Day-and watch the Orange Bowl and the
Rose Bowl. But, by and large, throughout the season, a game, a
local gameand by "local,' IP don't iran just down the streetin
Iowa, for example:a game payed by TOwa State and the University
of Iowa, for example, is going to have a lot moire appeal than some

ig national game played between U.S.C. and Notre Dame, for ex-
ample.

USA Today just completed a poll where, in fact, they proved that
a majority of the people who watch college football on television
would prefer to see, a game involving local schools than one of na-
tional importance involving schools from outside their area. And
the networks don't want to allow this to happen.

In conclusion, all that we want, the reason that we brought these

intitrust
suits, is, all we want is the -oppoltunity to cotnpete. If a

says, "No, I don't want to s.e11 the television rights to my
game," that's fine. In a lot of cases they'll say, "1 want to sell
them, but somebody else bid a better price than you." And that's
fine too. We just don't want college athletic directors coming to us
and saying, "Well,,gee, I might like to, but I canlet, because we've
agreed that only one of °lir conference games a week will be on,"
or "I ddn't want to move the game to start at 10 o'clock, and ABC

.12
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won't let me tel6vise it against their game." Thvt's what we want
to stop happening. - .

We are concerned that after this year is over, some of the major
lootbalrplaying schools are going to ,try .to pt. ,next year's season
'ven more exclusive. They all seem to worrj, aboilt what they call a
glut of college football on television, which I think is absurd, be-
cause while. there might ba,a lot of whine by the networks that
their ratings are down, the most recent MC. Neilsen figuresand
Nielsen. is one of the two major national rating firnfs----..show that
,Qollege football televisip viewing this year is, up subSttintially from

, last eari+And that's interesti'ng, because starting to peak in .pbout
-1980, and very steadily since 1980, before.the.Supreme Couresdeci-
sion Outlawing the NCAA's football plan, college football television

--. viewing had been declining rather rapidly. And this year, for the
first time, it is up substantially. Nielsen anabout 141 million view-
era each Saturday, which is up about 11/2,' million from just last ,

year atone. We think that is already happening, and will happen
more if more and more schools are allowed to put their gameq on
televbfion to appeal to their local fans. And while I fully suspect
that we will hear a lot about how the money doesn't seem to be
there, I have two observation's on that. One is, I think it's clear the
networks have admitted that. the contract that they cleverly got
out of, when the lipreme Court decided thq NCA'A deal was ille-
gal,lvas costing each of the networks about $4 million 'a year
losing $4 million apiece. Ahd while 'he hasn't said it publicly, in the
industry it's widely believed' that Turner had way overbid for his
package of evening-games, and was losing his shirt.

SO one thing I think is that the 1982 contract signed with the
NCAA, the two networks, and Turner was probably`tquite artificial
and would not have been repeated, because thirn money was simply
too high for the ratings those gkmes *ere achieving.

And second, the mere figure that college football viewing is up
,and that includes startin these games at 10 o'clock pr 11 o'clock in
the morningup 11/2 million 4viewers o er
is going to work. And thd is going to

ere dollars for college football, for tilt
evitably the one thing ,that determines
itfi will pay a college for the rightsk

number of people that watch it. Because advertisers uy people.
Tlfey don't Buy a 30-second spot for just a flat Itmount of money.
Ylou've got to be able to shovohow maify.,people you'te reaching by

And if college football viewing continues to go up, the amount of
tneney eventually is going to catch up with Shatr Now, this year, 4
Mink it's fair to' say that there are probably some syndicaters and

dividual .tlevision stations who pay colleges far too much for the
hts to. their games, and I'll bet there are a .lot who pay them fax

o little. And that's going to come out in the wash, as the ratings
come out; people have some idea of how many people were Watch-
ing. that game.

My advice, however, is that at this point in time, it is far too
early to make, any judgments of whether the Congress ought to get
involved. I think the market has just started to work. If our anti-
trust suits are successful, ive,lhink it will work even better next

last year, the market
anslated into more and

is to get, because in-
uch a television sta-

at football game is the

11
a '1.i
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year. And we believe that, in the end, it's going to be of greatest
benefit to the, people of the United States who support most of
these colleges with tax dollars and like to watch them on televi-
sion. And we simply want that right for the people.

Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you. Mr. Lardner.
Mr. LARDNEft. Thank you. very much. We appreciate the opportu-

nity at Sports Time to have the opportunity to speak to you.'
My background involves direct association with colleges, confer-

ences, and the NCAAtas it relates to college football. While I was
director of prograi9ming at NBC Sports, I worked directly with the
College Football Association in putting together a schedule of foot-
ball games for the CFA.

For a variety of reasons, as I'm .sure many of you know, the con-
tract did not come, to fruition. The prpject was abandofied in the
fall of 1981. t

After leaving NBC Sports in May 1982, I became the director of
program administration at CBS Sports, and worked directly with

'both colleges and conferences and the NCAA TV Committee, while
administering the TV plant for CBS Sports in 1982 and 19$3.

Since that time. I've become director of programming for the
Sports Time Cable Network;iind have worked directly with all en-
tities associated with college football this past fall.

While at NBC, it was my experience overseeing television ratings
and how they relate to the industry. It was my observation, as it
was for many, Chat television football ratings as pr seated by the
NCAA plan, fell consistently during the late 1970's They peaked
from a top of a 14 national Nielsen rating, and th y dropped to
about an 11.5 rating in the late seventies.

Obviously, there was concern from both ends o e spectrum,
that is, the NCAA and ABC, which was the car ying network, the
sole carrying network at that time. A number of reasons have been
argued about the decline and fall of ratings during that time: Ini
creased snorts competition on the network, parity in college foot-
ball. It has been mentioned previously by myfiolleages, the limits-
tions imposed by the NCAA oti conference and team appearance
limitations imposed by the NCAA on conference and team appear-
anc . limitations, thereby eliminating potentially attractive games
as e season progresses.

ID.,iny research I recall.observing in late fall, Burin the latter
wilt of the 1970's, that many outstandinggames were n t available
for television because of these appearancelimitations.

When the two-nitxork plan was inaugurated in 1982 that is,
CBS and .ABCit was thought that more games would be available
and, therefore, more people would watch. Well, the aggregate or
cornpoSite was such that more total viewers did watch college foot-
ball; but the overall college ratings decreased from about an 11 V2
to approximately a 9.5 average rating for the two networks pver
the last 2 years.

Reasons for such decline were increasedsports competition and a
limited amount of cross-promotion a network could do for that par-
ticular game. By that I mean if CBS had an early telecastthat is,
as was mentioned by Jim, in the early time period, say 12 to 3 east-
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ern timethey would not promote a second telecast, but they
would promote what they had on the network.

ABC, in turn, for example, if they hibd the late telecast would do
similar justice to an early game, and not promote Et national game
that was. on a' competing network, but, rather, promote whet they
had on the air, whether it be an antholoq pfogram, or whatever
the case may be,

Consequently, because of, limited cross-promotion on doublehead-
er telecasts, viewing levels continued to'decrease. Restrictions on
team appearances were lifted to some degree, but still a number of
attractive games did not Make a4 Specifically, a game in question
I remember distinctly was:the T as-Oklahoma game a year ago in
1983. Because of appearance limitations for both schools, that
game, which was an incredibly attractive attraction at the time,
did not make air.
Obviously there was quite a bit of concern by both networks and

the NCA,A.. psi() al line in ratings. It was unc rstood. by all
that excksivity in ne period was of paramount importance to the
networks. And Were was the dilemma of attractive teams. That is,
limiting the n tuber of appearances of the major powers would
help overall e posure for other schools, but would potentially hurt
overall rati s. Many people thought that by opening up the.televi-
sion ranks of college football, more attractive gailaes would be on,
and more money would be secured by all concerned. It's been my
"observation that for the..last few months, this is not the- case, and

it it's probably affected negatively the overall product.
1. When the Supreme Court ruling was handed down in early July,

5pOres Time, our cable service, became involved in finalizing two
contracts we had conditionally. They were with the Mid-America
Conference and the Missouri Valley Conference. Limited. dollars
were paid to both conferences for their games, and the schedule
was put together:

v To add to our existing schedule of MAC and Missouri Valley
games, negotiations were stluted in July and August for the Big
Ten and with various syndicators to try to get an exclusive product
into the Sports Time region, which is a paid cable 'service, as Toni
has mentioned, throughout the Midwest. We were able to acquire
the rights to the following conferences on a game-of-the-week basis:
The Southwest Conference on a delayed basis; Big Eight game of
the week_on a delayed basis; a number of eastern independents and
the University of Miami, both as a live or tape-delayed basis. Addi-
tionally, a deal was constructed with the Big Ten to air six tele-
casts isexclusivelin the Sports Time region during this past fall.
The last game e did was last Saturday night's Iowa-Minnesota
game.

In all, we put together a 75-game schedule of bOth live and taped
football telecasts. Of the 'total football telecasts, "we aired 35 gars
live, the'rest on tape delayed.

As the season progressed, I was able to ascertain the following
observations:

For the networks, exclusivity of time period is absolutely impera-
tive. My feeling is that ABC'and CBS suffered arVilte degee in
terms of the ratings because their packages were, not jtompletely:
exclusive in either the early window on Saturday or the late Satur-

f
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day, afternoon window. By being the on game on in years past, it
maximized potential ralings. From thei point. of view, having on

ilpompeting games hart them significantly.
No. 2, ABC and ESPN structured their agreement with the CFA

to have a 12-day selectipn process. By that I mean they were ablg,
to select. CFA schools as it relates to their schedule, 12 days in a
vance. This helped the overall etlfgactiveness o4kheir schedule, but. '-

hurt severely the attractiveness of the syndicat packagers affect-
ed by their selections. In other words, the Big Eight package, as
structured by CAT Sports, was limited by the situation. A number
of times during the season, the Big Eight game of the week had to
be changed because of this 12-day period, in which ABC or ESPN
selected their games. ,

Not having a' schedule locked in as the season started hurt both
the credibility and advertising support of the syndicated package.
Similarly, many stations thought lout just cherry-picking selected
games. :

,....4..

a No. 3, t1 conference-structured deals with syhdicators, in my ,'±-
opinion, did not garner the ratings projected. While is
obviously haVe not been completed for the season, it is my o serve-
tion that) because therie were team appearance requirements for
conferences in syndicated contracts,, the most Attractive games
were still, ty91, op a k-to-week blisis. By that I mean specific

_schools wer "yen ex sure,when more attractive games may have
been available.'By having lipkarande requirements for a school,
the better m s were not on On a weekly basis. Therefore; viewers
would switc o the more attractive games turday after-
noon, among the five or six available.

No. 4; it was my observation that the production quality of foot-
ball in general suffered'severely as well. Because budgets were
tight for. everyone and in Many cases dollars were short, syndica-
tors and .cable' companies ,a/'ike tried to save on cameras And pro-
duction4quipm4nt, the technical coverage of games was nowhere
near what it had been in the past.

Advertisers alsoouffeted. Because so many games were available
-11rIboth over-the-air and cable Oations, viewers at home, especially

if they had a remote switching device, would switch from game to
game and never see a commercial. As many as five or six games
were on at a time in the early afternoon time period, and three or
four in the late aftertibon time periodas was mentioned earlier,
the 12 to 3 and 3 to 6 time periods, Central time. rin sure it was
possible to watch a total of six houls of football, and not see single

...commercial, if you really made ybur mind up.
Obviously, the asking price for rights will suffer in the future.
It should be interesting to observe the tplevisisn network ratings,

once they are completed in early December, and then look at the
sweeps ratings for the over-the-air football telecasts for November
throughout tie Nation. We, as well, are going to do some coinciden-
tal surveys for our cable viewing.

My thought is that regular season college football quickly
became what occurred to regular season college basketball. The
Amber of games hurt the credibility of fliq overall product and

limited, potential overall ratings. What is beginning to happen in
mid-NO'vember on a Saturday afternoon, with a total of 110 football

16
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games on television, happened last February on a Saturday night
when there were ro or 1 basketball games available, especially if
you had cable TV.

The thought is that. without exclusivity for the networks, and
without a structure available to regulate snme Control, no one
really wins. I don't even think the fan does.

I think 1P85 will be a shakeup year in which feWer games will be
on and fewer syndicators will be, involved.Vhankyou.

RATINnS ARE UP

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.
The first thing I'd like to do is establish a fact. Each of you

saidor at least you two said that viewing is up, the ratings are
up, right? More people are watching college football, on television
this fall than last fall?

Mr. HEDLUND. Right.
Senator GRASSLEY. You all said that?
Mr. LARDNER. Yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. Is that a combination of networks plus cable,

or is network viewing down and overall ftp, because there's more
viewing on cable?

Mr. HEDLUND. Senator Qrassley, (Vs sort of in between. It's the
viewing on the networks when they 'have their national game is
down; the viewing on the local stati(Insand I'm not sure if cable-
casting is counted in those numbers or notbut and these local.
stations sometimes include our members; oftentimes they are ABC,
NBC affiliates who have bought the rights in a local Market for the
Big Eight game of the week or the Big Ten game, of the week, the
University of Miami-Notre Dame game, or what have you; in the ,

market. So it's more people are watching college football on televi-
sion, but is is spread over more .outlets. 'The cumulalve rating is x
up, is the technical term for it:

Senator GRASSLEY. For any of the other panels, when they come
up here, if there's any disagreement with 'that, I'd like to have
each panel 'comment on it, maybe even. without me asking, because,
I think it's important that we establish that.

Now, in that the major networks are not/here todaywe do have
statements from two, as I indicatedyou may find it difficult, to
ailment on this, but do you feel the networks are committed to
the maintenance of college football, and what about the view held
by some that there should be no limits on the number of tittles cer-
tain schools should be allowed to appear? . 1

Mr. GRAVES. I can't answer the question on the networks, and,
Rex, I knout you'd like 'to do a lot better job. I don't think there
should be any limits on how many times a college football program
appears, regardless of the outlet for tha rogram.

Just to go back to the question of th ;University of Iowa, where
reg y scheduled basketball games hi been available to those of
us live in Iowa for a long time, the enthusiasm for the ball
club d that team. ctivity is greater than ever. And the same
thing has happened tins year, I believe, with football, where we are
regularly able to view the football program.

1--";
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Football really is a local or regional phenomenon. Even though
everyone wants to see III Notre Dame-USC game, Or the Nebras-
ka-Oklahoma, what we're really interested in is that local or re-
giolial team, and I think there should be no limit on the outlets of
those. .

Mr. LARDNER. Senator, it's been my observation at the network
that obviously it's a source of concern to the networks that they
are severely limited in al number of appearances that a school
can ha;re, As I mentioned in my testimony, a number of attractive
games are not on each year because of the appearance limitations,
or had been in the past.. -

My feeling is that, as Tom had mentioned, and I agree, that
there should not be any limitation. When you compare college foot-
ball on television with other sports, there are no other limitations.
There's no limitation on the number of times the Boston Celtics
can be on, or the Detroit Tigers, for NB regular season of major
league baseball package. There's no li t atibn on regular season
college basketball as to the number of ap arances if the networks
and individual conferences or independen work it out; how ma.ny
times -DePaul,or St. John's or Notre Dam or whomever, could be
on.

So in that respect, it's really unfair. As Torn had mentioned, I
think there's incredible grass-roots support, and from both points
of vie*, I think the networks wouldwant to put on the most attrac-
tive game, regardless of limitation* on appearances, each week.
And obviously, in terms of re&ional support, it would help us as
well' as, I'm sure, commercial stations, to have the most attractive.
,team in the area have an unlimited number of appearances. ,

Mr. HEDLUND. I think I basically would share that view, Senator.
Our biggest concern about what the network would like to do. is
simply have exclusive rights to college football. As I said before, we
have no objections to any of the networks going and bidding for hot
national gamesi and they're going to get them, no, question about
it. It is their desire to essentially be the only source of college foot-
ball that is terribly upsetting to us; because Our stations can't exist
iii that' environment. And more than that, the fans 'aren't served,
because the fans generally would prefer tq see a game of more local
interest than they. would one of these big national. games, or at
least a significant,enOugh share of the audience. To me, they have
not beeiil served in the past, and are finally beginning to be served
under e new arrangement.

Sen for GRASSLfY. What's your reaction; then, to the concern
sotne , olleges and universities have, that attendance will de-

a'creas0 their games? ,

Mri HEDLUND. In terms qP this being their own game, I would say
we've always believed that a- college ought to make its own deci-
sion. If the University of Iowa decides that televising their home
game with Wisconsin, let's say, might hurt their home gate, then it
might Rake a lot of sense for them to say, no,.wq don't want to
telecast, Or at least we ckrtainly don't want to telecast in Iowa. If --,
somebody 1)Kents to bring 'the game back to Wisconsin, that's fine,
but at least not in our area. That's h decision they have tOrnake-

ff.
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1 don't know what the right answer to that is in every situation.
It's` krnething 'they've got to juggle, perhaps losing some live-gate
attendance versus revenues. from the television package.

Senator GRASSLEY. Any other ccminents on that?
Mr. GRAVES. I'd just, sag that we should take a look at the UM-

Ntersity of Iowa, whete ihey considered a live college basketball pro-
gram a few years ago and were concerned about attendance. Since
then, they've continued to sell out a new, bigger area. I still
haven't been able to get a ticket to a game when, I wanted one.
And .Kinnick Stadium was gold out when the 'team was 2 and 9,
and l.'s still sold out today when we have a good football program
that i telecast all over Iowa. I don't think a good football program
or ba etball program is hurt by the television rights, but,, as Jim
points out, if it is, they don't have to sell the rights to the ball
game. ,

. Mr. LARDNER. Senator, I'd just like t6 make a quick obseization.
From my point of iewI agree, with both of my colleague but
an interesting poillt, of view from our situation, we've been *orking
with a number of baseball teams, hockey, and soccer teams, and
the essence of home telecasts, and our point of view from a pay,
cable service, or basically a pay cable service, is. that we can work
with the individual institutions, colleges, conference, teams, and
help cross-promote, so that they may help better their home at-
tendance. %

It's interesting, we've done home games of the Cardinals; Reds
and Kansas City Royals,- three baseball learns, and all three. clubs
were reluctant to let us have the rights to do pay cable telecasts of
home games. But what has happened is, we have worked with
them in terms of crosspromoting, helping the product, trying to tell
them there's a differentiation between commercial, over-the-air
and pay cable, and it hasactually helped the product.

Senator GRASSLEY. I guesg I sind-universities and colleges. What I
suppose I should have concentrated my question -on is the smaller
colleges, or possibly the colleges generally. The fact that the Uni-
versity of Iowa could have something televised that could hurt at-
tendance hera'at UNI, as an example., or at Wartburg. And we're
going to laear from each one of those schools.

But I Aiess the bottom line is, do you have any sympathy for
that argument?

.

'Mr. HEDLUND. I do have sympathy, but let me try to put it in
) this sense; that if people were to stay at home and watch a bigger,

better-known school on television instead of going to their local
game, presumably th'en the market is meeting their desires. How-
ever, I do sympathize with some of tbe smaller schools, the division
II and III schools, some of the division IAA -schgols, who were get-
ting a share of the television revenues under the old arrangement
that the Supreme Court struck down,-and are now getting less, per-
haps nothing. . N

r.As far as I'm concernedthis is more of a jorsonal observation--7
as long as the fo-Flefeiiision rights remains free and open,
or bedomes free and open, assuming our antitrust suits are success-
ful, we have. no objections to the individual colleges getting, togeth-
er and having some revenue sharing arrangement, not unlike the
National Football League currently does, *here each of its member

ICJ
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teams gbts 'exactly' the same amount of money from television as
any other; So that the teams in New 'York and Los Angeles, the
two biggest media markets in the country, do not get substantially
more tnoney than the Green BaP Packers do, up in the 45th televi-
sion market, if I remember my humbers properly.
.-So it seems to meI do share concern for the smaller schools

who aiAQ, nationally known, do not have a great television appeal
on even a regional basis, that some of their programs !pay be hurt.
but it seems to me. the answer to that is not to subvert the anti-
trust laws, but it's to qllow the colleges, through perhaps fire
NCAA, to perhaps come up with., some sort of revenue sharing
package, which is really what they had before. In other words,
granted the NCAA package ,forced the networks to televise morg
diffprent teams than they might have been inclined to, bu,t they
also took some of the payment money off the top to 'spread around
to the other schools. It seems to me that the colleges could still con-
tinue to do some arrangement like that that isn't inconsistent with
a. free-open market in television rights.

Senator GRA.W,EY. One last question. I'd like to haves 'yon com-
ment on CFA's restrictions vis-a-vis thd NCAA's. restrictions, and
do any of you have plans to .broadcast division IAA, division II, or
division III games or championships?

Mr. L4RDNER. Senator, no, we do not. As a pay cable service,
we're not going 'to be doing any of the. smaller college champion-

,. ship games or playoffs. We did, -howgfer, do a dumber of smaller
schodi games during the course of the -seasonthe Mid-America
game of the Week eand Missouri Valley game of the weekand it
was interesting to note that I think you have the dilemma of a sit-* uation where conferences may think thlt it may hurt their overall
gate if you televise, but they would also like the exposure that it
gives. In other words, it helps recruiting.' football coaches I'm

%sure will tell you that having exposure on the air will really be
beneficial in itself. I think the restrictive time periods of the CFA
just- severely limited everything else that was on. It hurt us, I
know, that wecould not televise a game during the restricted time
periods of the, CFA, and I think ,indicators and networks alike
also.

Mr. GRAVES. Senator, cable television is a local television outlet,
and bile o1 the things we do in cable systems throughout Iowa is
provide high school football games, live and away, replays-or live.
And we intend to carry football 'on all levels, Sind I think in the
future we will be cablecasting division,IIA arid divisionI don't
know the rest of the divisionsdivision If schools. We think that
opportunity is a booster for those 'schools, as well as for us.

nator GRASSLEY. Is that profitable for you?
Mr. GRAVES. It's profitable in the same way that the high school

4. games are. We think it increases the programming available to our
customers, and that they enjoy it. Weido not, cannot, make II profit
off one of those games on tin advertising basis.

--M-r7fTgiii.-UiTh. Senatop, some of our StationsthiS lear-}lave ciff---0

ried some of the smaller schools' games. I can't quantify it,
we don't have adefinite list. .I must say one of the problems, a
I'm Sympathetic to this, with the smallest- schools, is simply th
there s sort of a fixed amount which it costs to produce the game;
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In other words, the ctimera the co entators, to get tile signal
aut of the stadium back t your telev ion studio. And ydu need
schools that have .enough appeal locallyand generally, what it
also means, unless you'ire dealing in very big markets like New
York or Los Angeles, a number of television stations, and a syndi-
cator, really, who does the job, producing the show ana sending it
gut, I think it is frankly less lik* that there's going to lie a lot oflexposure of the smaller schoolsust because its going to cast as
muck to telecast a divisional game'as it i6 Oklahoma-Nebraska.

Senator GRASSLEY! Before I thank you and call the next panel, is
there anything any of the three of you want to add?

OK. Well, thank you very much._
Let me suggest that if you're interested in this priiited testimo-

ny, I think it's several months, I'm sorry to say, like maybe 2 or 3
months down the road, but if any df the participants or anybody ti

the audience wants such a printed record, you can contact ity
office and We'll get it for. you.

Witllout objection, the printed statements of Mr. Arthur Watson,
president, NBC Sports and Mr. Neal H..,Pilson, executive vice presi-
dent, C.BS Broadcast Group, will be iuserLed into the record at this
point.

(Material- referred to follows:]

I

1

r.
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, STATEMENT OF ARTHUR WATSON

I am4ithur Watson, President. of
,

appreciate this opportUnit to. discuss

Sports. I

he future of

_televising college, football in light of the developments

arising rom the Supreme,pourt's ikiriak football antitrust

decision.
/

NBC recognizes the 'status of college football as a

\special American institution. NB¢ SpoPts has longrheld

and continues to have an interest in brbadcastihg this

, special institution to our viewers. Indeed, were it pot
. \

. l

for the timing Aof the Supreme Court's deitisin, NBC might

welifbe a rights purchaser ratfier ehan potential bidder

fior college football in the near future: /
. ..-

1 = (

- NBC Sports *
.

.

as not an acti7s bidder for 1984,Gollege

,

,
.

.

, football rights_ Because oroupiior.commitments to
i

' 'II' . d'
ft I

Major League Basebilf, i cluding the 1984 World Series,
.. .

and substantialvestmer4S in primes tie prgrammiA for

--.:,
the fall eason, NBC Spoor\s was fOrced to stand to the

_side wh'le the shapeof-me011ege football telvis'ion in
(

1984 took ,form. It isdfrom this,unique vantage point that

we appear tod 4

1.
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One thing is certain, 1984 is a year of uncertainty. For

universities, broadcasters, networks, advertihers, and the

public, the SuOeme. Court's ,decision could not have come
P

at atorse time. Coming so close, in television terms, to

the beginning of the college football season, it has

spawned hasty arrangements the results of which I am sure

are most disappointing for most of the partie involved.

In the next few months, all' of the iritereste arties

,'''should be examining' the Supreme Court's decision, Judge'

purciaga's recent clarification of the decision, and the

emerging realities of their effects to chart the course of

college football's television future. It is our belief

that a voluntary "umbrella" organization or system wou1d

serve to assist individual universities and conferences

with the'coordination of scheduling, television rights

negotiations, and rovi* of network, regional and 19oal'

television plans. We believe that the s*hools'Ay

conclude that such a concept is tiorthy of serious

" exmlorAtion..
, 1

Finally, 14t me say again that college football is a

;

special American institution; For NBC Sports, our

patticipation i this hearing today and in the marketplace'
1

tomorrow is dedicated to making that special instit'ution's

future as bright as its pa.t.

.,

I _2$
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AEFORE THE UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

Statement by NEAL H. PILSON,'
Executive Vice-President
CBS Broadcast Group

November 19, 1984

1 am pleased to offer this statement to this
f

Committee on behalf of CBS to address some of the issues

raised by tine United S%liates Supreme Court decision iq

National C011egiate Athletic 'Association v. Board of

Regents of the.University of Oklahoma.

On July 31 I appeased before the Subcommittee On

Oversight And Investigations Of The House Confmj.ttee 9n.

Energy And Commerce and addressed froM a prospective

view °Int the'application of the.NCAA decision. I attach

a .c py of my statement before that Subcommittee for your

information. Today,- after almost a full season in the

s.
competitive marketplace for the broadcast rights to

college football, w are bet4er able to assess some of ttiel'''1'

%Z.J:

demonstrated effects of this decishfle.
,-)

,



As this COmmittee is well aware, the SupreTde Court

decision invalidating th) NCAA plan ended the NCAA's 32

.._. year exclusive control oiwthe television broadcast rights

to college football games. The decision began a new era

In which individual schools and conferences are free to

sell their broadcast rights to any willing buyer in any of

the numerous competinTcommunications media.

The immediate effect of this new economic order is
o

appatent on uilt about any Saturday in just about any

market in the country - there 'has befn a staTtling

increase in the number of college football games available

to the viewer. In CBS Sports' home market of New rork,

there have-been as many as eight games available on
,0

certain Saturdays. The list, attached to my earlier

statement, of those packager"nd networks which have

actually offered games for broadcast this season clearly

attests, to the strong demand for college fo tball games.

In 1984 the American television viewer h s had an

unprecedented chOice of college footba 1 gaMes to watch.

Several witnesses appearing before the July 31

hearing spoke about the 1984 football season as being

highly irregular as far as the television coverage, of

2
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games. This irregularity was caused not only by the

Supreme Court decision, but also by the timing of ttlat

decision, about two months before the start of the 19

football season. The 1985 season should,we think, b

less unsettled in that broadcasters and colleges have

survived a season under a fully competitive market and

there should be no late shocks such as the NCAli decision.

Based on our experience so far this season, CBS expects to

continue, its coverage of college football during 1985.

There are, however, some major issues which need to

be addressed in order to enhance the prospects for a truly

competitive marketplace in 1985. Foremost among

issues is the question of crossover games, or games

involving a team from the College Football Association and

a team from the B14.10 or Pac 10 Conferences. As this

C Obmmittee is no doubt aware, this issue led to litigation

in California which, I am happy to report, will result in

the broadcast of this Saturday's Notre Dame at USC game by

CBS. Unfortunately, the remedy granted by the court in

this case is only a preliminary injunction with respect to

,cer In speCiflc football games -3- the larger issue of the

control #1 the broadcast rights to crossover football

games is still unresolved. This unfortunate situation

8231G
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1

reduces the supply of available games. CBS has '

consistently urged the continuation of the 'homer. team

control' standard as the bett remedy tothis situation.

However: this is an issue which only the football playing

Colleges can resolve.
_

14,
%,.1.

. t-,,,

In addition, currenk news reports indicate that there

appears to be a growing sentiment among the major football
, .

/Allaying schools which would see* impose limitations on

' the supply of available games. This would increase the

\

price paid for the broadcast rights to an}T,patticular

vane. While-Judge Burciaga recently pronounced that the

NCAA may-return to the business of Selling broad ast

rights to col lege football games,, he has done so ith the

caveat that such ...participation lay only be in the open and

competitive television market. As I, suggested in my
,

'remarks of July 31; and apparently in he .view of Judge

Burciaga, the marketplace for col legeJOOtbarl:,broadcast,-

,tights could evolve into .a marketplace similar to college
1

baskt*tball, where numerous buyers and sellers vigorously
A

,compete for games, viewers and advertising revenues. In-

.
,

%
.

such a market, , the preference of the consumer can be .

',..,

'effectively.- effectively satisfied. A '

A' Our vITW is that consumer preference is be6dming'th
,

major factor inJhe economics of cc/liege. football. This

As clearly requited by the antitrust laws hs interpreted

by the Supieme Court and w e Crust thdt.-broadCasters will
3.

continue offering the divetse selection of viewing choices

whiFh we.hAve seen in 1984.

''.7'?!
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BEFORE THE tUBCCINITTEE ON I IGHT
AND INVESTIGATIONS OF THE

HOUSE atblITTEE ON ENERGY AND CCINERCE

Statement by-NEAL H. PILSON,
Executive Vice-President,

CBS Broadcast Group

July 31 1984

I appreckate this opportunity to meet with you today

to driscuss4nte rcu Plegta te' footbalt?ant thebtoadea scv off

that sport 'during the 19a season and beyond.

As you know, theiSupIeme Court dectsioil of June 27

invalidated the NCAA_Television Plan and the contracts

with ABC, CBS and WTBS. . This ended the NCAA's 2 year

reign as the exclusive grantor of television broadcast

rights to college football games. During that period, the

number of television appearances of NCAA member schools
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was strictly controlled by the NCAA. The decision marks the

beginning of an era where individual schools and conferehces

are free to offer thy television broadcast rights to their

games to a variety of communications media - over-the-air

networkS,, over-the-air stations, regional networks, cable

network, even paylper-view. The speqtrum of existing

communications-media is available to any college or university

willing to sell the telecast rights which it controls.

CBS' obligation as a broadcaster is to provide the highest

posSible quality -pro-gram-service-to the greatest number of

American viewers. In furtherance of that responsibility, CBS

identified its role in this new marketplace and stated its

interest in broadcasting a limited number,of nathonally

attractive football games. Our ratiol?ale was that we needed tp

differentiate our games from those of the numerous syndicator,

, local stations and other packagers who would-be entering the
r

field. lie envisioned a marketplace (as did the Supreme Court

in the NCAA case) similar to that which prevails for college

basketball games, where individual schools and conferences sell

the broadcast rights to their games t9 any of a variety of

telecast entities. We are active

-2-
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, /

participants in'the college basketball marketplaceoind

remain willing to compete against any broadcaster or

cablecaster in that environment.

t.

Evepts since the Supreme Court's decision have, in

s'

large part, borne out the *curacy of our expects of

the market for television rights.-..I havt attached to this

statement a list of.the pac1agers which have entered into

agreements to biladeast or cablecast college football

games in the upcoming season. This data would-certainly
.

indicate a robust
11demand

for these gapes and we are

confident that in sf34 more college football games will be

available, and more viewers will watch college football,

than ever before in the history of the _sport.

Our broadcast'schedule for the 1984 season will be

built around the Big 10 and Pac 10 conferences: How -this

came about is a matter which might interest this committee.

After the Supreme Court decision, we were invited to

attend hearings held by the NCAA.in.ChiCago on June 30,

1984 and offered our comments with respect to a television

plan for Division I colleges and universities which the

, NCAA Might design which would allow for free market

competition and pass muster under the Supreme Court,

t

, v



decision. Following the

1476
* .44

°

2,

hearing, the NCAA proposed a plan

which contained three "windows".or time periods daring

which football games would be,broadcast. One of these

time periqds would have been set aside for competitive

network broadcasts, another for syndicators and the third

(during the evening) for cable and syndicators. During

the'network window, full competition was contemplated

i.e:, buyers and sellers would freely negotiate the termserms

and conditions, including price, applicable to the sale of

the television broadcast rights. ExclUsivity would be

granted only.With respect .ta_theTgamepurchased:-- The

network broadcasters would th'n compete for sponsoAhip

commitments and viewers. at plan was voted down b" ,

NCAA Divisi9m 1 methbersOip.

4

After the failure of this NCAA proposal3 the

41,

remaining forces in the Division I college football

marketplace, were; and cont)nue to be, two. g upsrthe

College Football Asiociation, or CFA, and t Big 10/Pac

We negotiated with both parities in an10 conferences.

attempt to satisfy our limited programming needs. Of the

two, only the Big 10(anti Pac 10 were willing to deal on-

.

the limited basis we sought. The package offered by the

CFA was far larger than we were able to accommodate,

.;
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calling for 33 to SO game telecast'in 14 to 20 exposures

and only in the late afternoon time per1750r. The CFA

.rejected our.offer to acquire broadcast rights to a

limited number of games. In older to protect ours

interests and to remain consistent with our market

strategy outlined above,. we'entered into an agieement with

the Big 10 and Pac 10 granting us the right to 10

exposures, comprised of 14.games during the upcoming

season, both in the early. and late4ime periods. As

originally agreed with the Big 10 and Pac lb, CBS would

only have had a "first claim" position with respect to the

Big 10 and Pac 10 schedules, not an exclusive position.

The Big 10 and Pac 10 anticipated selling rights to other

games in their schedules to other network broadcasters and

CBS' still hoped to acquire rights to games between CFA

members not chosen by any other network. Since both CBS

and the Big 10 and Pac 10 were disappointed in their

efforts to acquire, or sell, respectIvely,:these

additional rights, we have expanded Our schedule of

exposures to 12 and our relationship with. the Big 10.and

Pac 10 is 'how on an exclusive basis.

4

f
.For the benefit Of this subcommittee, I have.attached

a copy our,anticipated broadcast schedule for the 1944

college football season.

-P-
32'
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This marketplace has given rise to i new controversy,

that of the "cross-over" garlic, (a game involving a CFA

*member and a Big 10 or Pac 10 member). We originyiyyd

3 such-cross-over games on our brolidcast schedule where

the CFA member plays in the home stadium of the Big 10 and

Pace 10 member...As'of this date, a controversy exists as
c

to which network broadcaster, if any, will Have the rights

to these games. Historically, the negotiation rights to
**,

sports events have been controlled by the home team and

our schedulo was prepared with that experience in mind.

We trust that the academic institutions involved will
.

--------reach-an-ape-b4a7iIong,ffiese lines in the near future.

In closing, it is Clear to' us that the result of'the

Supreme Court's decision wil be a more freely competitive

market which will better serve the American television

,1 viewer. That viewer will be offered a greater and more .

diverse,sample of college football games than he has ever

been offered tfefore.

BEST COPY
-6-
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SCIUMF OF REPORTED COLLEGE :00TBALL
BROADCAST AGKEmorrs

1984*

Network/Syndicator Licensor Games

ABC College Football Association 20

CBS Big 10/Pacific 10 Conferen es IS
Army vs. Navy 1

Boston College.vs. Mau (Fla.) 1

ESPN College Foo ociation 15

Jefferson Productions 'Atlantic Coast 9pnference 12

Katz Communications :Big Eight qpnference 11-14
Eastern Independents
(Boston College/Pittsburgh/Syracuse IS

, Miami)

Sports Dtg- ItrCbriference7 12-15
Notr Dame 4
Pacific 10 Conference 12-15
Penn State 3

. -Raycom Southwest Conference -8

SportsTime Missouri Valley erence 8-12
Mid-American Co erence 8-12

WTBS Southeastern ConferenCt 12-14-

Public Broadcasting ivy League 8

.1983
.

Network/Syndicator Licensor
--e'Games-i,.....

ABC' National Collegiate Athletic Association 35

CBS. National Collegiate Athletic Association 35

WTBS,.
IP

National Collegiate,Athletic Association 19

As of July 30y.1984

34
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DATE

Sept. 13

Sept. 22

Sept. 29

Oct. 13

GAM

CBS SPORTS WORKING 1914 EOLt. GE FOOTBALL SCHEMA

TING ET COVERAGE
(Pacific

Washington at Michigan

NebraShil at UCLA or lows at Ohio State4

tflinoirat Iowa

Illinois at Ohio State and
Washington at Stanford

Oct. 10 Michigan at Iowa
UCLA at California

--------- 'tiet. A at Arizoni-STITi
Oct. 27 Illinois at Michigan or illtuttat

Nov. 3 Michigan at Purdue or Wisconsin at Iowa and
USC at Stanford

V

Nov. 10 Washington at USC

Nov. 17

Nov. 23

Nov 24

Dec. 1.

4--Boston Cortege it Vic

TBA

Army 'vs Navy at Philadtipla

Indicatet CBS Sports Doubleheader

0

12:00 NOON National

3t30 PM National

12:00 NOON National

TBA Split Natio4
TBA

12:00 NOON.
3:30 PM ft=

12:120-NCION=-ST1WNIttona
3:00 PY, P

12:04
3:60 PM, PT

3:30 PM National

:39-PM National

2:30 PM National

3:30 PM National

12:00 NOON Wational

Split Nationi

$1,1.4111°4114410*-

e7

1
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Senator GRAssucv. Now I'd like to call Dr. Ade Sponberg and Mr.
Richard Snider. These folks were supposed to be our first panel.

Dr. Sponberg is vice president of the..NCAA Division II. He's also
athletic director at North Dakota State University, and obviously
people that follow football know that that team is currently cham-
pion . of the Northcentral Conferepce. Dr. Sponberg has been at
North Dakota State for 12 years.

Mr. Richiird Snider, is director of communications for the
College Football Association, s previously administrator of Presi-
dent Kennedy's physical tithe, program, and he was executive
producer of NCAA

So I would ask you to proceed the matter in which I intro-
duced you. Dr. Sponberg.

STATEMENTS (F PANEL CONSISTING OF: DR. ADE L. SPONBERG,
VICE PRES! ENT, DIVISION II, NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATH-
LETIC A§SO 1ATION (NCAAI AND ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, NORTH'
DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY, AND MR. 1101CHARD S.SNI,)ER, bt:
RECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS, COLLEGE FOOTBALL ASSOCIA-
TIONICFAJ
Dr. SPONFIERG. Thank you, Svnator. It's my pleasure to-be here

today, ancl,l'm happy to provide whatever insight I may or the sub-----
4 ject of the Supreme Court case brought against the NCAA'by Okla-

homa and Georgia.
..

You have before you a statement for the record. Allow me, in
this brief period, to highlight some of the pertinent issues that are
rebated to 1-Iiis statement. ,,,:..-, ...- ...

NCAA has maintained control of member institution football
telecasting since 1952, when the first television plan was put in
place. For 32 years the membership supported plans that had three
basic objectives:

First, to protect in-stadium attendance; 'second, to spread televi-
sion appearances; and third, to provide football television to the
public to the extent compatible with the two previous objectives..

It was the second objective, to spread television among as many
NCAA members as possible, that was the principal virtue of the
plans, and the ultimate source of their destruction.

'The income derived fi'om football gate receipts is the lifeblood of
nearly all college athletic programs. The first objective, to protect
in-stadium attendance, was the single principle that remained con-
stant, from 1952' until the present.

Unregulated television in college football will destroy the reve-
nue source and the spinoff benefits that are needed to maintain the
program for athletics, as well as ultimately the institution.

In my opinion, the football television plans managed thein-stadi:
um attendance problem very well. Almost coincidentally, the limit-
ed exposure of college football became very valuable to the member
institutions, as the rights fees grew to staggering amounts because
of their value as television entertainment. Understand that the re-
striction of college television was designed to protect in-stadium at-
tendance, and'riot to drive up the rights tees.

As this value' -rose, the NCAA's assessment grew also. This as-
sessment ranged from 12 percent to the

current 4 percent of the

36
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contract that was bid for by the networks. This income to the Asso-
ciation was used to fund a variety of programs.

During the 1983 contract, the assessment was in excess of $5 mil-
lion. One of the major beneficiaries of this money was the division
II and III championships. Prior to 198445, the association provided
the transportation for all championship participants, primarily be-
cause of this television revenue. In 1985-86, the individual team
championships that do not show a net return, will not be provided
transportation. This includes wrestling, swimming, golf, tennis, et
cetera.

Another benefit of the NCAA television plan was the provision of
TV coverage for the division IAA, II and III football championship
series. In 1983, the division
were aired. The rights fees wer
versity's football team won the c
sion plan, we may have to provide th
in this playoff again, and I may have t
funds to make it possible for us, if we ha
urday.

The irony is that without the television p ans, these games in di-
visions IAA and II and III are not marketable. We need the net -.
work contract to generate the television exposure for those of us
below division IA.

Finally, the voiding of the 1982-85 television plan, and the re-
sultant reduction in association revenue, may disrupt the plan to
provide a truly equal opportunity in intercollegiate athletics.

In 1985, and for most programs before that, a true-women's
championship in all sponsored sports has been provided. Without
the television assessment and the corresponding transportation
subsidies, there will be inequities between the men's and women's
programs and 'among sports on our campus.

Aside from these issues in Division II, the television plan as we
knew it, accomplished two things: The distribution of both expo-
sure and revenue ,among the membership. Both are necessary to
maintain a compeOtiye balance. Without adequate control, this will
be lost, and with it will go many of the competitive opportunities
that we are currently enjoying in intercollegiate athletics.

Thank you. '

[The complete statement follows:]

semifinal and championship games
527,000. North Dakota State Uni-

pionship. Without the televi-
ulk of our per diem.VW,e are

ramble for the necessary
n to win again on Sat-

37
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STATEMENT1OF ADE L, SPONBEK
NATIONAOCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIAfION

BEFORE
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRA TIVE PRACTICES

AND PROCEDURES "

COMMITTEE ON. THE JUDICIARY
U.S. SENATE

November 19, 1984

r

name is Ade'.L. Sponberg. I am the current

-Division II Vice President of the National Collegiate Athletic

Association` and a member of the NCAA FcDtlra,ll Television
'1

' Committee. The NCAA in an unincorporated voluntary association

of some V70 [our -year colleges and universities and

members, having its headquarters atMission, Kansas.

I am also Director of Athletics at North,pakpta State

UniVersity.

As stated, in Section 1 of our Constitution, a .major .

V
purpose of the NCAA is-to in4tiate, stimulate and improve inter-

collegiate athletic programs. for student-athletes. The fundamen-

tal policy of the NCAA -is Stated Section 2 of the Constitu-41

tion, as follows:

"The competitive e athleti-c programs of the
colleges are-designed to be a vital part of
the educational system. A basic purpose of
this Association is to maintain inter:-
collegiate athletics as an integral part of
the educational program and the athlete as an
integral part of the student body and, by so

tcloing, retain a clear line of demarcation
between college athletics and professional
sports."

Ag we understand 'the pur 'Pose of these hearings, 'it is to

assess the impact of the recent Supreme Court affirmance of the

fi

`4.
decision of Federal Judge Juan C. Burciaga holding that the ,

NCAA's most recent football television' plan viClated-the.Sherman

Act -- on the market for televising college.footeall games and,
0

at least incidentally, on the member NCRI7nstitutions and on the

sport of intel-collegiate football itself. We are happy to

provideowhatever insights we can on those subjects.

It would perhaps be most helpful to the Subcommittee if

first outlined the history of the successive NCAA television
1.

plans and gave you some idea of the income generated under-those

plans to NCAA members. I would then briefly like to discuss what

has transpired since the Supreme Cqorthanded down its decision.
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A. USCQI-v of 1.11.t .NCAA alfZia101.04kn

College football television began in 1938, when one of

the University of Pennsyl'Vania's games was beamed frdm Franklin

Field to Philcooffices-laboratories, also in Philadelphia. As

far as is.known, there were six television sets in Philadelphia;
. ,

and all were tuned to the game.

Ten years later, discussion of*t.elevision began occupy-

ing a great deal of time at NCAA Conventions. The major issue

was_thc adverse effect that televising could have !/ri in-stadium

attencrance. .Early television had little effect because signals

could Ile beamed only to local areas, and there were few receiving.

lets,.

There were only 7,000 sets in use nationwide in January,

1947. 8y 1955, there were'an estimated 30,000,000 sets. Cur-

rently, there are 84.9 million television households (98 percent

of the nation's homes are equipped with one or more television

sets).

-.Th,e,pnrern of

major interest and concern to the Association during the late

1740s. Three studies were reviewed prior to establishment. of the

first television plan in 1952, all examining the effects of'tele-

vision on attendance:

1. The 1949 Convention received a report
from Crossley, Incorporated, of New York.
The report measured only four Eastern
cities and thus was not fully represen-
tative; however, it did indicate a rela-
tionship between nonattendance

o
and inter-

est in television. A portion f the
study that specifically measured non-
attendance noted that 21.8 percent of the
television viewers questioned did not
attend.a game because they preferred to
watch the event of television.

2. In 1952, a survey was conducted by .

Jerry N. Jordan ',of the University, of
Pennsylvania. His analysis indicated
that college football hgd made "a
rtmarkable record in attendance over the
OWst four years" but that colleges in -

eelevision areas had not fared as well
during that period as, those in
nontelevision areas.

3. The National Opinion Research Center
(NORC) was commissioned by the NCAA to
conduct a nationwide survey concerning
the impact of television upon attendance.
A preliminary report to the 951 Conven--

do"
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zior st,owed that during the 1949 and 1950
seasons, college fbotball attendance had
deLned ty 3,5 peticent. Attendance for
collages in television areas had dropped
six percent, while those outside televi-
sion areas experienced a 2.5 percent
increase.

The NORC's final report for 1952, released on.April 8, 1953,

verified that live telecasting of College football games again

damagedthe gate in 1952 and that this harm was reduced. appreci-

ably by the NCAA's exercise of control over telecasting, Of

particular interest was the fact that in areas where there was no

television competition in 1952, paid admisSions were 10.5 percent

better than in the pre-TV years 1947-481 but where .television

competition was present, attendance was down 16.2 percent.

That NORC report was the begA;ning of a continuing

documentation of damage caused to in- stadium attendanclioby tele-

vision of live'events. The NCAA television Committee AT that

time found some indications that attendance was higher on black-

out Saturdays than when a game was televi0d, but was "unable to

find these differences consistently enough or to a large enough

degree to prove.the maeter ma,t.hematicAlly." Several examples of

apparent attendance damage were cited, including a Mid-American

Conference game between Miami (Olio) and Cincinnati, to decide

the conference championship. Normal attendance for the game had

been 30,000; in 1951, it was Qlayed the same date the Michigan/

Ohio State game was telecast in the Cincinnati area, and

attendance dropped to 16,000.

In addition,at the 1951 conventien,'Reayes Peters of

the iltg Seveii.Conference (now Frig Eight) reported that the

university of Oklahoma had suffered a drop in ticket sales in

Oklahoma City of 15,000 per: year in 1949 and 140 and attributed

the decl ..ne to teleVising of its fbotball, games.1

I/ Efforts CO document attendance damage since 1951 have
followed the specific example approach. ,Quite recently', for
example, the NCAA documented apparent damage to in-stadium
attendance in Columbus, Ohio,, related to Warner Cable (qube)

telecasts of Ohio State football games during 1978. and 1979.

A study of responses viewers gave during these cablecasts to
the question, "Would you have httinded another college
tootball game if this game has not been televised?" indicated
that 1,138 spectators per weekend in the Columbus area (of an
average Oube viewing audience of 21,500) were. lost to college
.0football because of the Ohio State cablecasts,

4U
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The Nation-al Broadcasting Company (NBC) was the original °

carrying network of NCAA football, telecastiltg 112 natIpnil games

in 1952 -and a package in 1953 that involved 11 national gapes and

eight regional' presentations on two dates. In those tvo(yearst .

*.
.4.
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Evojution of the_plarls. The 1951 Convention approved a

moratoripm on televised college football games in 1951, increased

the Televipion Committee's membership from three persons to six,

and direCted the Committee to develop a plan whereby the

4

tele-

vising solKege footb511 games could be controlled.

1)
'e plan, submitted to ti?e 46th anlival Convention,

v

January 10-12, 1952, established the pachinery by which NCAA,-
4

4c-c_Introlled television could be implemented. The 1952 season

marked the"byginnihgeof the program that served the interests of .

_

college football for ovet.30 years. The 1952,Plan contained the

following primary objectives and purposes, which remained the'
4,

guiding principles for the Television ComMittee until the voiding

of the Association's mo$ st reCerkti-p4anz

,

.
.

-Toreduce, insofar a possible, the ,

'adverse effects of live television upon
football game attendance and; in turn, ,

upon the athletic and educakion programs
dependent upon that football' attendance;

2. To spread television among as many NCAA
member colleges as possible; and

3. To provide football television to the
public to the extent compatible with the
other two objectives.

After a year of operation.. the Television Committee added an

important fourth objective: "To strive for enduring principles

1
.

appropriate for utilization in television pl for future

years." As noted, Succeeding plans-have shared the same objec-
a

tives:. .For the Subcommittee's purposes; however, I suggest lot

this.point h,at it was the second objective -- to spread televi-
A

sion among s many NCAA, members as poS ble Whicih, as i-evAtties

w`

from the successive plans grew to staggering figures, ultimately

proved to be both the pcincipal.yiTtue of ;the p1Shs and the

source of their destruction. 4

and in the 1954 contract with the American BroaciastineCompany
.

(A a team was permitted. one appearance per year on the

4

8.9

g,

1

`
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series.% This appearance limitation, I suggest to you, was the

' feature of. the original plan and albeit more liberal successive'.

plans, whiclx,,yentualgy led to deep divisions between some of the

more aggressive CFA members and the balante of thell.NCAA Division

1-A football playing membership, and was the proximate cause of

the litigation with which the S.ubcommittee is concerned today.

In 1955, the Association's series moved back to NBC for

the start of a five-year relationship, The appearance limit was

raised to two per year, and that remained basic rule for the next 4

25 years. The 195 contract also saw the beginnings of a new

kind of regional package. Limited regional televising had been

4cludec. in the 1953 and'19511 seasoAs, but the 1955 arrangement

expanded. the regional preseniations to five dates. In addition,

the format basically permitted each region of the country to

letermine its own regional package for those dates, rather-than
4-,

theeS'ystem uAed today whereby the carrying network selects and
.N N

produces the regional tillecasts. One effect 'cif this new regional

ilosophy was the ilglevising of college football on more than

one network in tome parts-of the country. The "independent"

regional systemSremained in effect through 1959, varying from

tee to five Satdays per year

-:--17*

ef

,

.
.

.
. .

lk 1
Beginning in 1960, the .

CAA padkage began to take on

more of the featury included in today's telecasts. ABC was the
4i

1 r
,

carrying rittwork:\and .the series included nine national and four - .0

.
.

.

N4

regional !xposures. For the first time, the rights,for the

1.

Vries surpassed 33 million ($3,125,000).
,o

\.,

Tn.0 of the Series changed again in 1964 when

1
st,IBC rgan a two-year contract. At that time, the number of games

4 .

within-each regional exposure was increased to four, which
T.:.

,

I-? resulte4e in rise in the number of te4Ns appeacing on the

I. series. Generally, about 35 different Ins iitiltions had been

4 . '. t

AL appearing each year; wagh the new arrangement, approximately Vi
.. . 7

vappeared each season. Thar:number remained relatively constant

AhroOgh 1977, even-though the number of national telecasts in the
.....

package climbed from eight to 13.

In 1966, ABC again took over as the carrying network,

42
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beginning a relationship that ha*. extended through the ctftrent

contract although ABC began sharing its rights with CBS in

1982. ABC's most; recent contract, prior to the 1982-85 contract,

started with the 1978 season and marked a new course. It was tie

firstfourtyear pact; in addition, there was a'15 percent

increase in the Number of telecasts, from 2-0 to 23 (13 national,

10 regional), and the nuRiber of annual team appearances increased

41,5 percent. The number of gamel within each 'regional presen-
.

tition also was increased, with 45 gates being required among the

10 regional exposures. That 4.5 ratio was the largest in the

history of the series.

In 1982, ABC acid CBS were awarded a four-year contract

for the over-the-air rights extending through--1985. At the same

.0.111e, the NCAA began to experiment with a supplemental cable

series at night, withn two ?ear agreement with Turner Broad-
8

casting System. The 'supplemental series was developed primarily

for institutions-that received limited or no televiSion oppor'-

Cunities on the network series. Rights to these cablecasts were
_ . L

awarded to ESPN 'for the 1984 and 1985 seaSons.

Revenues. Corresponding with the growth in telecasts

has been a greater growth in'the financial aspect of the series.

The initial NBC contraq provided a rights fee of $1,144,000, and

through the 1950s the value ofthe package remained under,or near
II

.

$2 `million. 'lh 1960, however, ABC provided an agreement worth

$31,125,000 per yeSr, a 41 percentlfrease from the 1 NBC,

agreement. In 1962, CBS paid $5,100,000 for the rights, a gain

of more than 63 percerN The next three contracts saw i creases

to $6,522,000, $7;800,000 and $10,200,000. Thus, by the end of

'the decade, the value of the NCAA football contract stood 226

percent higher, than in 1960. , 4

0/P The financial gains continued throughout the.1970s. ABC

paid $18 million per year forethe 1976 and 1977 rights; in the

1978 agreements, the fee jumped to 429 million per year for the

first two years and $3] nOlioti per year the second two years,

due in no small part to the increased number of telecasts and the
)41;

resultant inc ease in salable commercial time.

41
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Within the $31 million, a total of $750.000 was paid for

the DiviSion 1 -AA football championship televiion rights,

1520,000 for the Division II ioOtball championship and $150,0,00
1

for television rights to the Division III footbap:, championship.

jsin addition, nstitutions that. appeared on the Divisions II.and'

III regular-sekson telecasts collbcted 4165,0004 while the rights

fees for f,ive NCAA championships televised by ABC totaled

$250,000.

In the next sectionof this statement, beginning on

page 12, I will discuss in greater detail Ole features and

financial aspects of the now-voided 1982-85 plan, for the two-

year period that plan remained in effect.

NCM ASSeSsment. The first NCAA assessment on the

Series rights fees in 1952 was 12 percent; after declining to

seven percent in 1953, it fluctuated between four and one -half

and six percent over the next 13 years. It was 7 percent in 1982

and 1983, and a major portion of the funds realized went to, pay

transportation costs for all student-athletes participating in

NCAA, championships. The bpsic assessment on the series rights

V fees would have been 6.5 percent in 1984 and would have been

6 percent in 1985. The assessment has at various times funded

the NCAA postgraduate scholarship program (90 scholarships in

1983, with a minimum of 25 for Divisions II and 111)0 football

promotion, television administratiU, sports development and

'general administration as well as most recently student

athlete travel for NCAA championships. As will be discussed

below, Divisions I-A and I-AA voted last July an assessment, of

four percent for the 1984 season.
/

Attendance. As mentioned earlier, stadium attendance
10

was one of the big c.oncerns at the time controlled football tele-

vision first was being considered. Severalinstitutions had

reported drops in attendance during the periodof uncontrolled

television.
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In 1950, co ege foothill) attendance stood at 19 million

That .figure was down 3.51 percentafrom thepersons nationwide

previous and the attendance dr6100o contiiutcl in 1951,., the

NCAA members placed a moratoritini,on college football televi-

sion. W

Controljed tAlfvinion* did not, bring about an immediate

reversal in this trend, with attendance declining to 17.3 million

in 1952 (the first year of thW plan) and finally to 16.7 million

in 1953. ABeginning irp 1954, thOugh, national attendance storied

to climb, first by 2.20 percent to 17 141144-ion. nce that firY)

increase 27 year(.1 ag , college football attend nce has more thAn

doubled: eb an ally -tit sigh of 36..5 million uring the 1982

season, There have been gp two seas the T'ast decade in

which total attendance dropped fro revior year, 1974,and

1983. The Relx_atne average in 1983 or Division 1 -A did

increase, however, and the Big Ten, Southeattern and Atlantic

Coast Confeirnj,s, and the Southern Independents, enjoyed record

attendance years.

In addAion to the revenue generated by g series, NCAA

member institutions rely heavily on income from e ket sales for

home football games. It already has.bAn do6umented that college*

football attendance was in.1983 essentially at an all-time high;

'.--;

with that increase in f ns,has come a corresponding gain in.

liars generAtedfrom icket'sales,.a4primarY objeCtive'of the

'AA television controls since the adoption of the first plan., r
.,,-.

. ThS 1902-0 Plan

The mcSt. recent NCAA television plan, at issue in the

Supreme.Couit, was approved by the NCAA membership in May 1981 by

a vote of 220 to 6, with 28 abstentions (the vote in Division I-A

was 60 to 1, with 26 Abstentions). A substantial majority of the

members of the College Football ASsociation voted in favor of the

plan. Under the plan, the.NCAA negotiated separate agreements

with two networks, ABC and CBS, and granted each network the

right to televise 14 live exposures annually for a period ol four

,orears in exc'Eange'for rights fees totalling $263,500,000

S131,750,000from each network. Each network was authorized to

'r 45
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negotiate with/ICAA member institutions for the right to televise

their games, with the networks making alteirnate selections of the

. games they wished to televise.

In each of the two-year periods the plan.was to be in

effects each network annually was required to scheare a minimum

of 35 games that would include at least 82 different member

institutions. No member institutionAvalpermitted to be sched-

uled by the networks more thanitix times (fourtimes nationally)

during each two-year cycle. The nAktworks also were required to

schedule appearances in the series for each of the NCAA Divilion

I-AA conferences over two years, and annua4ly to broadcast the

championship games for Divisions4I-And II, and'the final games

of the Division III championship.

In 1902 and 198), Division I-A members received an

'average of 156.5 million each season, or about 82 percent

of the available revenffeg% and members of the CFA and Big

TOn/PaCitic Ten respectively annually received $51.7 and $58.8

million. Rights fees for individual nationally-televised games

were respectively' $1.1 million in 1982 and $1.165:millisn in A

1983. Regional exposures generated about $620,000 and $672,000

respectively. Program rights in the cable series were $350,000

in 1982 and $475,000 in 1983.

As noted.: the 1982;85 plan proved most luCra0Ve for

those institutions which now comprise the College Football

Association, as well as merners of the Big Ten and Pacific-Ten'

conferences. CFA members received $36.7 million in 1982 and

$45,2 million in 1983; Big Ten/Pacific-Ten institutions received*

'$15 and 316.5 in those yArs respectively. Other Divisiod 1 -A

institutions, combined, received $2.1 million in 1982 and $0.3

trillion in 1983. The plan also proved attractive for Division

:.AA, and to a'lesser extent for Divisions II and III:

1982 $ 1983
millions

Division 1 -AA $4.34 $7.74
1-AA Championship 1.10 1.23
Division II 0.27 0.27
11 Championship -.1. 0.52 0.52
Division III 0.09 Q.09
III Championship 0.15 0,15

$6.47 $10.0/

I
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CFA snd Big Ten /Pacific Ten. InstitutionS in those diilisiOns.
AF

have been left to fend for themselves; at a later point in this
I

MaleALent... . .t-ry -to assess -whet --appe-firs-to- -have- been- -the"

pra.:tical impact of the new marketing arrangements on these

Divisions.

Due -to revenue-sharing 'arrangements in mos? of the majc

1

48

It is perhaps instructive to the Subcommittee to note at this'

point that none of these revenues to Divisions I-AA, II and III

were provided for in the plans pursued for the 1984 season by t

conferences, income from the series is spread among a substantial',

number (Jf institutions. In 1982 and 1983, for example, the
0

approximately 3125 million paid by ABC and CBS to the 113 teams

appearing on the two series actually was shared by 177

institutions.

In summary, there were more college games televised in

1983 than any previous years and the 1982-1985 Plan demoptrated

it contained the flexibility to handle a myriad of situate6ns as

the Associ)tion comMeted its first two-year cycle on Its con-

tracts

.-A

wi,th ABC and CBS and completed the first-ever contract for

a SuOplementary Series. The contracts.with the three networks
1

ABC, CBS and TBS provided 212 team-appearance opportunities

for DivisiOn I-A and 1-AA regulpr season, Divisions it and III

regular season and Divisions I-AA, II .and III championship games,

for a record 176,068,000. The NCAA Televisi6n Committee effec-

tively administerepOand approved a record number of applications

for exception telecasts. Teams from a total of 173 institu* ions

were televised in 1983 by Nhe networks or on exception Od other

tele:ast opportunities available in the NCAA Football Television

Plan for'1983.

During the first two years of contracts with ABC and

CBS, each network televised games involving 78 different Diyision'

I-A and 1-AA institutions. A combined 102 different institutions

received network exposure and 12 additional teams thatdid not

appear on network programming were cablecast by TBS.

C. Antitrust Considerations

On June 27 of this year,, the Supreme Court, by a 7-2

4
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Vote, determined that the current NCAA plan violated the

proscriptions of the Sherman Act. The Court held that the plan

constituted improper horitonted price fixing 'of the rights fees

to be paid for the televising of games covered by the plan and an

improper limitation on "output.",'or'the number of games that
,

could be televised. Applying_ the so-called "Rule of Reason"

approa,:h -- by which the prq-competitive effhct5 of a particular

restrictive activity are balanced against-its anti `competitive

effects to determine whether the restrictions unreasonably

restrain competition -- the Court on the basis of factual find-

ing by Judge Burriaga rejected the *AA'S claims as to the-pro-'!'

competitive effectS of. the plan and held the plan invalid.

It'should be noted, however, that the Court specifically

declined to strike down the pgan_on the more harsh per se"-

Analysis traditionally applied by the courts in ses involving

alleged price-iixilfg and output limitation al stated that a

fair-evaluation of the character of the re. rictions "revires

consideration of the NCAA's justification for these restraints."

It thus applied the "Rule of Reason"'appbach.

Why is t is significant to ti?, The answer is quite

simple: Because s

plans, the NCA

the plan might b

but has consisten

e earliest days of the NCAA's television

en, aware of the possibility of a claim that

jdt;.ed to scrutiny under the antitrust laws,

been advised 1Counsel retained by it that,

even if the antitrust laws were to be applied to the planiothe

Je
procompetitiye purposes of the pkan represerOd a sound basis for

justifyingsthe plan's restrictions.

Thus, in 1951, when the fiAt plan was being formulated,
a

the NCAA retained the services of a prominent Wash ton, D.C.
.

attorney -- Jos, L. Rauh, Jr. to provide a usOdvice. .'

ll11

Mr. Rauh advised the NCAA that in'hisopinion, rea la 24 con-

trols on telecasting would ort violate the antitrust laws and
11Ik

that the controls proposed by tjhe NCAA were reasonable in law and

in fact .% The essential fe'atures of that plan were no different,
Vls u '..,... isr I

thah those contajohed in tie plan voided 30 years later by Judge
.4" r

Burciige, The NCAA 05,9k the additional precautioh4of submitting
%. ,..

'.
d/

1 (/
\K

# ,

*
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the plan to the Department of 1ustice. The Department took the

plan under study but .at no timefdid the Department formally

inform;the NCAA that It entertained doubts as to the legality of

the plan.

Indeed, during all the early years of the planes there__

serious queStion whether the plan was subject to scrutiny

under the antitrust laws at all. I am advised by our counsel

that at least until the mid-1970's, the Supreme Court interpreted

the Sherman Act a's being applicable only to the business world,

at 'that. as recently as 1970, the federal court of appeals in

Washington had declined to apply the Sherman Act to an educa-
.

tional accrediting organization which refused to accredit a

pi'oprieiary college.

This situation apparently changed in 1975 with a deci-

sion involving A minimum fee schedule of the Virginia State Bar.

Association, in which the Supreme Court made clear that the pro-

fessions (and inferentially nop-profit educational organizations

Such as the NCAA) did not'enjoy blanket exemption from the anti-
.

trust laws. Even so, however, the Court suggested that the same

antitrust standards traditionally applied to business organiza-
.

bons might not b applicable to the professions.

Since t rendering of this decision, the NCAA has been

sued a number of times on antitrust grounds, and in each case

until this most recent one, the courts have analyzed the alleged

restraint on a "Rule of Reason" basis, and have uniformly

"declined to strike down the NCAA rule or practice as unreason-

able. In mmi of these cases, the NCAA restrictions impacted on

biAiness interests. Thus, some five years ago, NCAA restrictions

-forbidding.tbe commercial marketing of student-athletes for

college admission were upheld. In 1977, an NCAA rule restricting

the numbet of assistantJootball coaches was sustained as not
.

unreasonably restraining competition. More significant, perhaps,,

a federal district court in Columbus, Ohio, just four years ago,

I
refused jnju tive reltef to a cable television system seeking to

televise Ohi State football games in violation of the eh en-
.

existing.NCAA television plan. Againthe:coUrt reached its

decision by applicatiop of a Rule of Reason analysis.

C) 4
49
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1 recite this state of affairs in order to give, the

Subcommittee an objective perspective on the claim that the NCAA

over'the history of the various plans has been engaged in a know-

ing and willful violation of the antitrust laws.2 Quite the

contrary is true, Until the ruling by Judge Burciaga in 1982,

the NCAA had no reason to believe that its pro-competitive justi-

fications for the restrictions contained in the plan protec-

tiOn.of live gate, maintenanf ofMompetitive balance among NCAA_

member institutions, sharing of revenues among a broader group of

institutions, and creation of a more attractive "prbduct" to

compete with ocher forms of entertainient -- would not be found a

sufficient basis to sustain the plan as not unreasonable.

D. Events Flowing From the Judicial Decisions

After having found that the NCAA plan violated the

Sherman Act, Judge Burciaga inAi3pSeptember 1982 opinion entered

a sweeping injunction, enjoining the NCAA (a) from attempting to

enforce the contracts which had been entered into pursuant to the

plan, (b) from "making any future contracts which purport to

grant any telecaster the right to televise the football games of

member Institutions", and (c) from requiring as a condition of

membership that an institution grant the NCAA plFr to sell its

television rights. Judge'Burciaga also determined, however, to

retain jurisdiction over the matter, on the grounds that the

"injunction . . . may well lead to circumstances which cannot at

this time be foreseen."

Following an appeal by the NCAA from Judge Burciaga's

decisio4, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, in a 2-1 decision,

affirmed the trial court's holding that' the plan constituted,

both on per_se grounds and upon Rule of Reason analysis, a

violation of the Sherman Act. Most significantly, however, the

2/ Minutes of the CFA Board of Directors meeting held
December 3, 198l, record that Mr. Andy Coats, 'One'Df the

attorneys for Oklahoma, advised on that date that-"Einithe
past, antitrust 1pws did not apply to self-regulatory bodies.

In the last ten tears, however,,tthe U.S. Supreme Court has
ruled that in areas of commerce self regulatory bodies cannot

he involved In price fixing or antt-competitive.in the market

place."- (Emphasis added).
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Court of Appeals raised question An to the validity of the scope

of injunctive relief enteredby Judge Burciaga. In response to

our-contentions that the order could be read as-prohibiting

broadcast of NCAA divisional Championship gAmes, a les& restricl

rive membership-wide contract with "opt-out" or "pasi-over" pro-

v,isions, blackout rules, or imposition of sanctions for violation

4Nt non-television regulatibn-L, the Court of App stated:

"[The injunction] might pe construed to pre-
vent the NCAA from imposing television sanc-
tions on schools that violate regulations
unrelated to the television-plan. [10 might
also be read to preclude the NCAA from prohi-
biting games on Friday night. Nelutyer of
these effects is warranted by the, iolations
found. Futthermore, (the injunction]
appear[s] to vest exclusive control of televi-
Ilion rights in the individual schools. While
we hOld that the NCAA cannot lawfully maintain
exclusive control of the rights, how far such
rights may be commonly regulated involves
speculation that shouldnot be made on the
record'of the instant case." '

it

The Court of Appeals thus remanded the case to Judge Burclaga for

further consideration. Following a refusal by the Court of

Appeals to rehear the matter, the NCAA filed a petition for

certiorari in the Supreme Court. The petition was granted in

October :983, and the trial collie's order was stayed pending the

Supreme Court's hearing of the matter.

4.4 The Supreme Court rendered its decision June 27 and

declared the NCAA agreements with CBS, ABC, and ESPN invalid.

Left open by the Court's affirmance of the Court of Appeals deci-

sion, however, was the fundamental issue whether, in light of the

Court of Appeals decision and remand, the NCAA was nonetheless

authorized to offer a less restrictive plan and to impose other

restrictions related to the televising of games by its members.

Coincident with the. issuance of the SupriMe Court

decision, the NCAA's Division 1-A Subcommittee had scteduled its

first meeting for June 28 in Chicago, in conjunction.yith the

Division 1-A Summer Legislative Meeting. The Subcommittee

immediately began work on a National t'obtball Television Plan to

present to the Division I-A member at a special meeting on

July 10 to Consider television options for 1984.-

TheDivision 1-A Subcommittee conducted hearings in

51
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. r
Chicago on June 30 with representatives of Division' 1-A confer-

ences, independents and network representatives. The majority

opinion at those hearings favored an NCAA plan for 1984 and the

inclusion of all members of Division I-A. With that mandate, the

Division 1-A Sukcommzttee developed an extremely flexible plan

that was believed by counsel to be valid under the Supreme

Court's ruling. It also realized the lateness of planning for

1984 wo0d prove -crucial. It'thus provided that any institutions

committing to the new plan would be released frop their commA-

ments by July I7,to allow them to pursue other football televi-

ston alternatives in 198n, if Judge Borciaga's original order had

not been modified by that date.

The NCAA promptly filed a motion with Judge B rciaga

seeking a modtfication.of his judgment, in order to a low the

NCAA to Implement the new plan. On July 10, howevor, the

Division I institutions voted 66-44 not to accept the new plan,

but instead adopted, along with Division I-AA, three principles

applicable to the 1984 season:

1. There shall beno teleyising of colle-
giate football games on Friday nights,
and any Afternoon football televising on
that day of the week must be ,completed by
7 p.m. local time in each location Ln
which the .program is received.

2. No member institution shall be obligated
to televise any of iats games, at home or
away. No member institption nay make any
arrangements for live or delayed televis-
ing of,any game without the prior consent
of iti opponent institution.

3. The gr s rights fee paid for each 1984
nationa telecast or cablecast shall be
subject to an assessment of four percent
td be paid to the NCAA by the home insti-
tution. The assessment will be used to
fund the cost of the NCAA postgraduate
scholarship program and football-related
NCAA services.

In fact, any hope of unified action on July 10 among the

Division I-A football-playing members of the NCAA had been9dissi-

pated when the plaintiffs-in the original lawsuit, the Universi-

ties of Georgia and Oklahoma, reftised _to join with the NCAA in

agreeing upon a modification of the, tT.,ialcoui-t%s outstanding

injunction, even though the basis'for, modifying,the scope of the

52
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injunction Clearly had been laid by the rulings of the Court of

Appeals and the Supreme Court.

Following the decision by the Division I-A members not

to approve the prbposed NCAA plan, the CFA, and the Big Ten and

Pacifit-Ten Conferences, then respectively undertook to market

television plans to the networks; These-negotiations resulted in

rontracts between the CFA and ABC for the televising of 20 games

in exchange fir a rights tee of S12 million, between CJA a ESPN

for 15 games a rights fee-Of $9.3 million, and between the

two cOnferences and CBS for the televising of 16 games for $8.7

million. In addition, the Big Ten and Patific-Ten negitared

contracts with independent syndicators for about S3 millibn each.

We understand that one of,the syndicators for the. Big Ten has

recently advised the Big Ten that it is unable to meet its

financial commitments under the syndication agreement signed with

the conference.

The CFA plans contained ohibition against "cross-

overs" that is, a CFA member prohibited, abseht theOr
consent of all CFA members, from participating in the network

telecasting of a game against a non-CFA member. This prohibition

was, shortly after the beginning of the 1984 season, successfully

challenged on antitrust grounds in a suit filed by two Pacific-

Ten universities. This decision was very recently uphelcLon
r

appeal to the federal court of 'appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
.

Additional suits have since been brought by independent

Television stayops and asynclicator, in general challenging the

right of college football groups and networks to prevent
a

individual institutions to market televising of their games in

head -to -head competition with other institutions. These suits

raise the issue of.the extent to which, if at all, a group of

institutions may band together and negotiate a television package

. with a broadcasting network, where a part of that package 411s

for a period of network exclusivity on the right to televise the

games of participating institutions. In our judgment, the

outcome of these suits will be the next critical step i

determining the opportunity successfully to market a television

ea.
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package -- particularl.y. 10 the national networks alit] a

determination that exclusivity of telecast opportunity is not,

111

.
consistent with the requirements of the 'titrust laws would

undoubtedly have a serious negat4rve imps on the amounts

networks are willing to payfor such "pickages" and, indeed,.upon

the interest of the networks in any form of package. Such a

result would, in turn, have a potentially serious adverse effect

on the capacity of many institutions to operate an athletic

program at. preAent levels.

In addition to the CFA and 8ig Ten/Pacific Ten national

"packages", a number of other conferences or individual instttu

Lions have negotiated regional or local television arrangements

with independent networks and syndicators. According to our best

information, u chese arrangements all for rights fees aggregating

apvroximately $9 million combined, the national, regional and

local arrangements call Tor rights fees of $45.5 million. By

comparison, had the NCAA 1982-85'plan remained in effect, rights

fees from ABC, CBS and ESPN would have aggregated $73.6 million.

Nbt only have riches fees radically declined 0 1984,

but It appears that the new marketing arrangements are resulting

in marked decline in viewership. Through the end of October, 4

average rating on the Neilsen Index for over-the-air broadcasts

was 7.3 -- a. furl 1O points (3.15 million homes) below the

average rating for'1983 for the same period.

No final information is as yet available on the impact

of the new marketing arrangements on live gate. Data currently

available indicates that attendance oil the average may be

slightly ahead of 1983, but that there are significant week-to-
,

week fluctuations in 'attendance which are more pronounced than in

prior seasons. Moreover, it is, not clear at thN point the

extent to which attendance figures for 1984 may be m3s-leading

due to the fact .chat at most major institutions, a substantial

bi.lk of live gate arises from the pre-season sale of season

ticke iformp..1 reports from aryund the country suggest that

there .s an overall increase in the number of no shows" among

these season ticket holders. It is not kntwn at this time, of
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course, whethqr the new marketing arrangements will have a -

significant-impact on the sale of season tickets for the 1985

season.

With reference to television revenues- for Divisions I-
.

AA, 11 'and 111, it will be recalled that under the most recent \

NCAA plan, DlYisiOn 1-AA institutions received $7,7 million in

.1983and Di'visions, 11 and III institutions combi.ned received

$360,00D, In''addition, marketing Of the NCAA championships for

these Divis.ions In 1983 prOclucd $1.23, million for participating

Divrsion 1-AA institutions and $670,000,fOr !Participating

hivision 11 and III 'institutions.

Television revenues to these Divisions in 1984 will

undoubtedly be radically reduced. Although some,Division

contere-nces gave been able to enter into marketing arrangements '

for the. regional televising bf gamesttf member institutions,

these arrangements are all contingent UP"Ori the production of a

het profit -- and it is our present understanding that in no case

have profitS'been generated'to date in 1984.

Wg also believe that some Division II and III
. ,

institutions have in 1984 negotiated television contracts for

individual tames (including game; participated_ in by Thy own

institution). we do not believe, however, that the revenues
- .

being generated under these aiirangements are significgntly

different from those which were generated to these institutions

under inci:vidual marketing arrangements in 1983 -- asa result of

"exception" opportunities provided to these Doivisio:ns under the

most recent NCAA plant What has been lost to these latter)...

institutions is the oppbrtun\ty.to_derive revenue as participants

in a national marketing program., Perhaps more important, theSe

instrtutions have lost the opportuility for)broa&-regional or

national television exposure'-- an opportunity that many such

institutions haveregarded,as en e&tremely valuable inducement to

student athletes to att"end institutionik

i should also draw yqur..litention to the fact that the

Nr.4 has been itaable in 1984 to neio.tiate a marketing arrangement

N

.tr

-for the televising of its Division I-AA, Division II and Division
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111 chmmpionships.
0
Recently, the NCAA executive CoNmittee voted

to underwrite the Lost of the televising of these championship

games so that in fact they will be televised on a limited

basis through the Satellite Programmihg Network and in local

markets -- but these appearances will not produce any significant

television revenue to the participating institutions.

During the 'entire period of negotiation of new arrange'

ments during the summer and early fall, there Cemained pending
-

the NCAA's motion to Judge Burciaga, seeking modification of his

original order in light-Of the court of Appeals and Suprerde, Cour-t-

,dectsions. On October 31, Judge Burciaga eht6red a modified

: order, stating that nothing in his originalinjunction should be

construed as preventing the NCAA from restricting televising of

games on Friday evenings, posing sanctions restricting televi

sion appearances for violation of non-tfeVision rules and.

regulations,'or arranging the sale of its Own chanipionship games,

In the opinion accompanying the order, moreover, Judge
4 ,iBurciaga clarified h Vosition whAiher the NCAA could legally in

the future offer a television plan on behalf of its members,

stating'!

. . . if there is any institution which
wishes to assign this important property'right
[to telecast its games) to any entity, includ-
ing the NCAA, it may db so under whatever
terms itpotieems appropriate. But under no
circumsfances may such an assignment be
brought about by the coercive measutes which
have previously been detailed by this Court."

h
The Judge declined, however, to state specifically on the record

beforesItim the terms'of an rrrangement that he would approve.

The NCAA has no preSent intention tolOffer a television

plan for the 1985 or any subsequent season. On November 1, the

NCAA Television Committee dete6ined that tioiwithAtanding

ludge Ildrciaga's recent decision, it would not aCtempt to develop

a television marketing plan unless asked to do.'so ,by its.

memberqhip.

1 \--4-144.^a-S obvious Ahat at least to date, the voiing of the
4ts,

NCAA's 1,M2-1985 Plan,haS resulted in a serious reduction, for

mcst of its members and for sits members as a whole, of the

., revenues to be derived from the marketing rights to televise
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their football genies. 1 should also note 'a further result of the

Supreme Court decision --because of the serious reduction in

assessment revenues to the NCAA'resulting from the new marketing

arrangemfsntk,,ths NCAA Execulive Committee has determined that

after 1985, the NCAA will cut hack the transportation subsidies

heretofore forfor participants' in NCAA men's and women's

championships. For some institutions, thiAlloy mean the

ditfereQce between participating and nottparticIpating. .

This subsidy program, which in major part has been made

possible by revenues to .the NCAA under its recent television

plans, was widely viewed as representing a major boost tothe

opportunity of student athletbs of both sexes to participate in

National Collegiate Championship competition, a result which was

particuiarlyc,pronounced for a number of the increasingly-popular

eoll'bglate sports for women. It was only recently -- based in

Significant part on the assessment funds available from its

television plans 7-that the NCAA has been able to undertake a

major expansion its chaNionship program to include women's

championships: now the current situation carries with it the risk

ofra s undercutting of revenue; available for men's and

women's cTiipionships.

Whether the NCAA membership Will determine to pursue

some alternative television marketing course in the future is, I

believe, a matter of, speculation. I can only hope that the

evens of the past several months will not eventually be

determined to haye iinderctit the benefits and popularity of the

game of lOotball Itself'-- not to speak Of collegiate

champioNkhip competition in a host of other sports*,

Thank you.
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Senator GRASf3LEY. Go ahead, Mr. Snider.
Mr. SNIDER would like to comment on what's happening right

now, from the CFA standpoint.
Fiat of all, it's a bonanza for the fans. There's no question about

that. You would think that with all of this football on terevision,
and quality football on television, that attendance would be affect-
ed negatively, but that hasn't happened yet. Attendance is up
across the country. In CFA schools, attendance is up about 1,000
per game.

Revenue for.CFA schoolsthat's CFA schools onlyhas to be
termed very d, much better than expected. Now, it's true than
these teams are having Vo play more games to realize the same rev-
enue, and they're having to juggle their kickoff times, and they're
probably irritating a lot of their hard-core fans. But revenue for
the CFA schools is good.

This television situation has been a bonanza too for the net-
works, because they got,-at bafgitin-basernent prices, a very quality
product, and they want us back.

What'is happening now is that the CFA is preparing a television
plan for 1985. It will be presented to the CFA member institutions,
and it will be up.to those members to determine what's going to
happen in 1985 with regard to CFA members on television.

That's my statement.
[The complete statement follows:]
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November 13, 1984

Sta tement lit Richard S. Snider, director of clommunietions for
the College Football Association, to the Sonatp Judiciary Committee
Iowa field hearing at Cedar Falls, Iowa, November 19,,1984.

4 Mr. Chairman, my n'ame PS' Richard S. Snider anc C am director

of communication for the Colldge Football A_ssocta len. In this

statement I are expressing the views of Charles M. Ndinas, executive

director of the CF),, as wen as my own.

Tho results of the Supreme Court decision iavoheenivaried,

but for the most part predictable. The CFA eiijevisiOn plan has been

a bonanza for the fans. It has .been responsive to viewer preference

and to the'courls' option regardinerestriction of output.

Each Saturday, TV fans have, had the opportunity to watch several

games,includinggambsiareglonia interest as well as games of nationAl

Interest. Survt1e pya and polls show cOncliisiv,ely that TV fans are enjoying

this season-long foa,,t of quality games, and hope it continues in

future seasons_ Some have called this offering of telecasts a glut,

others a smorga,;bord. %Ildieviir it is, fans like it.

And Ahatever it 1,. It appears that so far it has not affected

rattendaneo. Attendancb 1-, up. The NCAA says overall:ittendance for

all Divi.,ion 1-A institutions is up. Our own CFA survey shows the
4

average attendance for our e3 members is up about 1,000 per game.

c'.'

I
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But we admit we luive concerns. The Supreme Court decision

crime late, and the college force's, unhble to bring abOut a coalition,

were divided. They took their product tato a buyers market and the

result was that tho CFA did not sell its games to television for as

much as anticipated.

That meant that going into the season some of our institutions

'were disappointed, and said so. But as the season progressed, and

revenue from the networks, from syndicated packages, from cable and

all other TV sources began to mount up, much of the criticism subsided.

Today, for example, we understand that the Big Eight is enjoying

the most successful TV revenue year in its history. The Southeastern'

Conferen6e Is experiencing itssecond best revenue year. Many Insti-

tutions a_re equalling for surpassing last season's TV revenue.

On the other hand, some conferences and some institutions aren't

doing as well as last season. Even among the success stories thoro

is some concern over what has happened to college football television

in the 1984 season.

It must be remembered, however, that 1984 is a most unusual season.

What has happened is not normal and the season should not be used as

a measuring rod. Television planners know this, and will take this

experience into consideraction in shaping a new plan.

There is a degree of uncertainty In the future, but the CFA is

so y a g ahead. We are preparing a new TV plan for presentation to our

members. The networks say they want oux games.' It will be up to our

member institutions to decide the the CFA will take. Ono

thing. is certain! Thanks to the SupreMS Court decision, they will

determine their awn TV destiny:

Thank you, and I will be happy to answer questions.

ef
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Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you. I have some estions for both of
you, and then some questions that I would direct you individual-
ly. But even though I do address questions to yo individually, if
the other wants to comment, feel free to do it"

Both of you, will the operation of the free market serve to shut
"out the primary objective of the university; that is, providing

higher education to all students, including student athletes, or will
the institutions sacrifice this objective by going all-out to capture
the TV dollars" through development of winning teams? And if, this
happens, what are the consequences ?.

Dr. SPONBERG. ,My immediate reaction is that I believe the rich
will tend to get richer, and the rest of us will suffer because of the
aura around Saturday afternoon on'the college campus.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. anidei.
Mr. SNIDER..1 believe that there's going to be a middle ground

reached on the number of games that are going to be on television.
A lot of schools in this current season said enough is enough, and
too much is too much, and they said that we don't want any more
games on television, because it is going to impact negatively on our
attendance and on our total program.

I think thatif I understand your questionI think that they're
not going to ,be totally greedy, and they're not going to go for
seven, eight, nine games on television.

Senator GRASSLEY. OK. And you did interpret it correctly.
Next, to both of you, is it correct that the decision has no effect

on the NCAA's enforcement powers, and does the CFA enjoy those
same enforcement powers to impose sanctions against schools that
are in violation of the rules, litw recruiting, for example?

Mr. SNIDER. We have no sanction power, whatsoever. We cannot
do anything to anybody. If somebody chooses, if some member insti-
tution chooses not to follow the CFA's television plan, we have no
sanction power. There's nothing we can '06. We just hope, that they
follow it.

Senator GRASSLEY. Dr. Sponberg?
Dr. SPONBERG. I believe I'm correct in saying that the sanction-

ing power of the association is not affected by the decision, particu-
larly with Judge Burciaga's revision of his initial order.

Senator GRASSLEY. Prior to that refinement, would it have affect-
ed you adversely?

Dr. SPONBERG. I think the NCAA would have 110 a groblem with
enforcement procedures if television were removed as one of the
things that would have been available to use against a rule viola-
tor. 4,

Senator GRASSLEY. Another question to both of you, and°this goes
back to July, when NBC suggested that the establishment of an
umbrella organization might be useful to assist individual schools
with television, If you know about that, can you comment on this
proposal?

Mr. SNIDER. Ally 1981?
Senator GRASSLEY. No. July of this year, NBC's suggestion, to

assist individual schools * * *. No, that was suggested, my staff
tells me, in a House hearing. So if you aren't aware of it, then, you
can submit that answer in writing, if you'll do that. r
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. 14r. T)NIBE . I'll be glad fi-do that, because I'm not prepared to
answer. :.. ,-etSenator RASSLEY&YOU aren't either, then; are you?

Dr. S6NBERG. Well, I believe this has been referred to as the co-
alition, the umbrella organization, an organization outside of the
NCAA that had none of the enforcement powers, and it was going .1-,
to be a group to just get together as a CFA -coalition, where they

e , were going to market the television p ocess. .

Senator GRAStiLEY. Well, maybe yfff can think in terms of sub-.
mittingtsomething in writing.

To Dr. Sponberg, in light of Judge Burciaga's most recent deci-
sion, what prevents the NCAA from now offering its own television
plan? ,

Dr. SPONBERG. Fir of all; would have to be all voluntary. I
think what would hapOen undeiqhose circumstais, as opposed
what it was in the agreement contract 1982-85,_I believe the power,
the control, would shift from the Division I-A membership in tpto
to a few of the strongerifootball-playing institutions

It seems to nA that those strongqr football-playing titutions
would be in a position to say, "We want six appearances, s, and if we
don't get them, we're going to cut our own deal."

Sp I dQubt if the effectiveness would be nearly as efficient as the
4. plan that was struck down by the court.

Senator. GRASSLEY. OK. You state in your testimony that NCAA
assessments which are used for scholarships, promotions, especially
student athletics, are now,,severely restricted.

Can you tell the com ittee approximately how Aluch money was
budgeted for these act' ities, and do you-see anypoSsibility for con-
tinuing these program ? 47

Dr. SPONBERG. I can't give you the exact figures. I know the bulk
of the $5.5 million tIM`was in the 1983 assessment has been used
by those of us who don't generate that kind of money;for.transpor-
tationior the 72 championships that are sponsored `by the associa-
tion_And ihat's where the bulk 'of that is.' As is indicated, that
money has also been used or earmarked for postgraduate scholar-
ships, some of whichI think it's 33 at this point&that go to Divi-
skin II and Division III institution student athletes.

Those programs will probably continue, but as tote budgets
become tighter, some of these things have to be restricted, and it's
my fear that as those rograms become more restricted due to
budget limitations, that portunities for athletic participation will
be diminished.

ATTENDANCE

Senatartteggst.Ey: As a result of the current situation, would
you predict that gate receipts will decrease in the future, and the
contention has been made by others that live. attendance is actual-
ly up this year, and IA like to have you respond to thpt.

Dr. SPorsthigpG. I think it's too early to assess theimPact of the
Supreme Coulit's decision on gate receipts. If you'll look at the his-
tory of college television and its respondent in-stadium attendance,
before the first program was put into effect, back in 1952, gate re-

. ceipts for in-stadium attendance was on the decrease, It decreased
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or 2 years aftdr the initial plan was put into effect, and from that
point on, in 1954, the gate atten4ance began to climb. And I think
a. great deal of that,increase in-in-stadium attendance was a result
of the limitationor the regulation of fookall' television.

It's not. only the revenue that's at issuE; it's what else happens
on Saturday afternoon on college campuses. The bringirig back of
the alumni, getting those people into the stadium, and the ultimate
support and .the revitaliz
take place on the college.
deavor.

I predict, if the
trolled, those'stadiums ill gragdually empty. There will be nothing
to televise. It won't bebf importance to the viewing audience if

-there aren't people in the stands. I think there's enough data avail-
able to indicate that that's tip picture.

Senator GRASSLEY. How does the situation in football differ from
the fact that it hasn't hurt basketball attendance, considering the
fact that the free-market operation is there as far".Ais televising
that?

Dr. SPONBERG'. I think the free-myrket televising of basketball
games is a different -issue. First of all, there are a lot more games.
Second, we're talking ,about considerably reduced arenas. And as a
result, I don't think the two are--,that it's fair to compare the two. c

REVENUES
ti

Senator GRASSLEY. OR. Now, to Mr. Snider, .1 hope 'that maybe
we've. got enough of the football season behind us that you can give
US' some sort 'of analysis of what's gone by since the decision. Ac-
cording 'to tht testimony that was xiven by NCAAiearlier this year'
before the se subcommittee thati've alread` referred to, it was
predicted that revenues to e universities wouM decrease from $70
million undei. the NCA-A, o approximately $85 to $40 million
under the new ply% these ow"in operation this year. In addition,
it was stated that The num r of schools which received exposure
would be less than oir-half of what it would have been under, the
NCAA plan.

t most of the 984 football season has ben completed,
can you give us an mate picture of the sitaation? Are these fig-
ures correct? And should, we be in the business of fostering a state
of affairs which appears on its face to be negative to most colleges-
and universities? \Amur

Mr. SNIDER. I'll s first for revenue for CFA schools. In 1982
the member institualt of CFA received about $34.9.million in tel-
evision revenue. In 1983, that figure was-about $39.5 million. And
our projections are that iri 1984 it'll to about $35 million.

So we have a chance to exceed 1982. We have a chance lto get
47ithin hailing distance of the record year of 1983. We have no way
of knowing what 1984 revenue would have-been under the NCAA'
plan, because, you knew, the distribution Wasn't made.

So we think revenues are pretty good. We recognize that teams
had to play twice as many games to get the awe revenue, and we
had to irritate fanstby juggling kickoff times. But by and large, rev-

..

ion of attendance in the activities that
ampus that helps in this educational en-

elevising of football games conalues micon-
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enue. is, for the CFA members schools, which I can speak for, it's
not bad. Better than expected.

SCHOOLS CHEAT

Senator GRASSLEY. I next want you to comment on a comment by
Walt Byers of the NCAA, whether or not you gubscri to his view
that up to 30 percent of the colleges and universiti cheat, and
much of this cheating is due to pressures created by t e lucrative
television contracts. If this is the case, doesn't the current system
contribute to an already negative situation?

Mr. SNIDER. He commented on the fact that so many schools
cheat, and I'm going to speak personally here. It's a personal feel-
ing that he should have known that. That should not have been a
mystery to him, if it's,true. He's in charge, and it's remarkable to
me that he could suddenly discover that this is happening. He's
been there 30-plus years, and if anybody in the world should know
who's cheating, or are there people cheating, it should be Walter
Byers. And it may well be what he said is true, but the agency to
police that is the NCAA, and he is the head of the NCAA, and if
anybody should've knovyn it, he should've known it.

I think it's not so rearkable that he says that many people are
cheating. I think its remarkable that he would suddenly discover
that that's happening, . . ../Senator GRASSLEY. Do you think the current situation will en-
hance that situation?

Mr. SNIDER. Not at all. Not at all.
Senator GRASSLEY. I don't know whether I ought to invite you to

comment or not, but if.you want to, I want to leave it open for you.
Maybe you don't care to, and that's all right.

Dr. SPONBERO. As representative of the Division II schools, cheat
ing is not a serious problem at our level.

nator GRASSLEyv Another question, Mr. Snider. Can you ad-
dress the problem created by the CFA contractual prohibition
against schools participating in telecasts of cross-over games with a
non-CFA member?

Mr. SNIDER. We entered into exclusive contracts with ABC and
ESPN, and it's our view that dxclusivitY is as old as the industry.
ABC has the right to telecast local exclusively, and NBC has the
right to telecast the world series exclusively. And if we say to Ne-
braska that you can't play UCLA on CBS, that's part of the exclu-
sive contract. And it we say to Notre Dame, you can't play South-
ern California on CBS, that's part of the contract we have with
ABC.

But, the court's ruled, otherwise, and those schools are abiding by
the ruling.

Senator GRASSLEY. L ter today w will be hearing, as you can
tell from the schedule, he frustrati s from division 1-AA and di-
vision III schools that have resulted rom the Supreme Court deci-
sion. Do you have any sympathy fo their position; and can -you
suggest any solution for their probl m of decreasing attendance
and the lack of exposur ?

Mr. SNIDER. I wasn't ware thatas a matter of fact, there's an
NCAA survey that says I-AA attendance is up for 1984. I'also be-
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----4 visiotlieve.that 1-AA exposure'on to n is up. The Ivy League has 4,
television plan, a package, tha has a game every week. The Mid-
American Conference has a package. Many I-AA schools are, in-
1)olved in television in syndicated packages that are on every. Satur-
day. . . ,

The black schools have about a 15- or 16-game schedule on Satur-
day eight. ,. ..

So I would say their exposure has not suffered. Probably the ex
posure of 1-AA schoolsI can't say the same for Division IIIbut
I-AA schools, probably the exposure is up. There are' probably
more games on television for them than ever before. '

Senator GRASSLEY. In regard to that previous question I asked
you, do you have any plans to remove restrictions -of the crossover
between CFA\and nonmembers?

Mr. SNIDER. When I summarized that statement, I said that CFA
is in the process of formulating a 1985 television plan. It's going to)
address all the problems of 1984, and there were a lot of them that
were unforeseen. Crossover is one of them. And whalt will happen, I
don't know. The plan 'will be presented to the members, and the
members will vote on it. And that will be the attitude of the CFA
members for 1985. ) .,

Senator GRASSLEY. I'd like tq, lastly, have you respond to the ac-
cusation that the CFA's TV plan is no more competitive than the
NCAA'S; and, as maybe you know, it's contended that this contrib-
utes to a worse situation, as the CFA's interest is merely to in-
crease the profits to big football powers, as opposed to the broader
interests of the NCAA.

Mr. SNIDER. I think the CFA plan addressee the views expressed
by the courts. Their big concerns were restriction of output and
viewer preference. Now, certainly in 1984 there has been less re-
striction of output than ever before, and I think there's been more
viewer preference, because what the viewer is seeing is quality
games. Th not being forced to watchor they're not being of-
fered a g e that is not a quality game, and that would be the
only gai6ie at they could see, as in the previous plan.

We thin this plan, with all of its problems, has responded to
what the courts have said. And I think a lot of the key elements of
the plan will continue. .

Senator GRASSLEY. Do either of you have anything you want jpadd to the record before I thank you and call the next panel?
Dr. SPONBERG. Just thank you fdr the opportunity to be here.
Mr. SNIDER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much, and I appreciate the

relative calm with which competitors like you address this issue.
r We appreciate it very much and feel that, really, the tenor of the

remarks and the competition is going to be healthy in the long run.
I would now like to call panel II, Mr. Bob Bowlsby, who is the

athletic director at the University of Northern Iowa. He has been sr-
most gracious host for our committee, and I'd like to thank you. I
know that you had a lot of administrative responsibility for setting
this up and addressing our problem. We thank you for that. I do
that not only for myself and my staff, but also for the entire Judici-
ary Committee,.for everything you've done.
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Mr. Bowlsby has been with UNI, I believe, for 5 years, and has
appeared on Sports Time cable and AK regional television.

Our other' witness is John Kurtt, who has been athletic director
of Wartburg College for 21 years now and who is also active in di-
vision III of the NCAA. I've known /John Ktirtt all 'my life since
high school, because he was the coach at the little town 'of New
llartfor.d, where I graduated.

So, Bob, would you start, please?
Mr. Bowtsay. Certainly.

STATEMENTS OF PANEL CONSISTING OF: MR. BOB BOWLSBY,
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA, AND
MR. JOHN KURTT, ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, WARTBUpG C()441,LEGE

Mr. BOWISBY. During the past. 18. months there hisbeen much
discussion regarding the relative merits and legality of one ap-
proach to television college football,. the NCAA package, as opposed
to an array of others. Most of the 'past discussions have been de-
layed from any semblance of finality due to the then-impending
legal battles which were being fought. While there was much spec-
ulation its to the eventual outcome of the litigation, many of us in
divisions I-AA, II, and III begfin to see the handwriting on the
wall; that, being there was an excellent ch4pce we would be pared
from serias consideration for television exsure. One of the rami-
fications which was only quietly forecast, hOwever, was that a:great
many 1-A institutions would suffer along with us.

With the recent saturation of attractive television games involv-
ing Top 20 teams, many of the remaining members of I-A and most
of I-AA, have fought hard, and in most cases futilely, for the
scraps. In addition, many institutions at all levels have suffered
considerably in terms of gate receipts as a ,result/ of multigame of-
ferings through the networkp and the syndicators. The University
of Northern Iowa is among those which I believe _hue struggled

141 rough this difficult period.
In 1 year, UNI's average home attendance has dropped from 11,,

075 per game to just over 9,500 per game. This is particularly re-
vealing, given the fact that we are 9-2 this year and were 6-5 in
1983. There' can be no question that an increased 'number of tele-
casts within the period of time when our games 4,0- "played has had
a negative effect on paid%attendance. Certainly, this is particularly
true wheit I-A institutions within our immediate area are involved
in televised games.

It is my opinion that the current glut of television football offer-
ings is having an immediate, and potentially long-term, effeet on
our football ticket revenue and, in turn, on our overall athletic pro-
gram. This reduction in gate revenue, combined with a redjiced op-
portunity to realize television dollars ourselves, makes I-AA a par-
ticularly unenviable position to be in. Nonetheless, there has been
evidence that questions and answers have begun to unite.

Judge Burciaga's memorandum opinion dated October 11, g`4;
has, defined the NCAA's latitude relative to TV negotiations Mr di-
visional championships. Further, his opinion has indicated that a
voluntary television prqgram, comprised in all likelihood of the
have-nots, would be acceptable. Obviously, this cartel, if formed,
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would have only,,,limited appeal to national or even regional pack-
agers. In }Addition, this approach contributes greatly to the super
league concept .which football powers have proposed, by increasing
the gap between the major college football programs and the rest
of the NCAA. In t vein, separation could contribute to the disin-
tegration of the co pt of broad-based sports offerings in all'divi-
sions. This seems trary to the precepts upon which intercolle-
giate athletics has built.

Specifically, our problems at Northern Iowa, and at many other
I-AA institutions, are as follow :

1. Unlike basketball and m y-other ports, virtually all of our
games are played on Saturd s. use almost all majqr TV
games are played between 1 p. . and 9 .m. on Saturdays, weThave
no security relative to safe s arting ti es for contests. We have
been substantially hindered by lost Fa receipts.

2. We currently have a very limited cess to TV opportunities
locally, because so many national packages and feeds are yvailable.,

3. The potential for deteAoration of the overall athletic program
due to decreased revenue is constantly present.

In summary, there can be no question that we at Northern Iowa
were much better off under last year's plan. While I,would prefer
to return to the NCAA television package it seems, that growing
expenses at individual schools, coupled with the NCAA's desire to
negotiate successfully for its members, has forced rights fees under
the NCAA 1982-85 plan to climb far above the level where produc-
ers of sports progrEkinming could make adequate profits. Nonethe-
less, it has beep, and should be, the role of the NCAA to represent
members at all division -al levels.

Since the court has chosen to deal with college football as a busi-
ness .enterprise rather than as an ancillary undertaking closely
linked to the educational mission of the schools, it will be contin-
ually more difficult for .the NCAA to coordinate and repredent the
interests of its affiliates. In this regard, I suspect that many insti-
tutions in divisions I-A, I-AA, II and III would prefer to again see
the NCAA involved in television football to an extent which would
afford some protection against the kinds of pr5blems which the
University of Northern Iowa is currently' experitiod

Senator John.
Mr. Kinrrr. Th k you, Senator Grassley, for the opportunity to

be here. I, too, in istening to Bob and his presentation it's amazing
how we come up to the same agreement here.

I put in some background information, because sometimes divi-
sion III, although it's the largest group of schools in the NCAA, to-
taling 3111 menikers, we sometime* consider ourselves the con-
science of the NCAA, because we vote not where the money is, be-
cause we haie no money to deal with. We're program oriented, and
when we speak of programs, it takes money to have the programs
we have, also.

We joined 'the NCAA back in 1956 when there were no moneys
available, and we joined ii.when there were two divisions. Out of
this realizatiOn, the division concept was spawned, because NCAA
offered us some things that we could not get from other organiza-
tions at th time.
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Wartburg, along with many other like institutions, felt athletics
were an integral part of a student's total education. Therefore, the
guidelines for membership in division III were developed, the most
distinctive feature being that financial aid to student athletes must
be based on financial need, with no athletic scholarships.

A copy of the division III philosophy statement is enclosed.
Most of the colleges that joined division III wanted equal compe-

tition and the high quality of leadership the NCAA offered through
their organization. This led to a full program for women and mep,
with national championship offered in more than 18 sports.

With membership increasing, more and mor% interest dev$loped
in national championships and led to qualifying standards and ye-
imbursement for travel and per diem. Since the majority of thew
championships were not self supporting, funds for expenses came
from the -NCAA television revenue contract. Funds set aside each
year from. this contract were a tremendous book to division HI pro-
grams.

As a result of this decision, the rights and fees from the NCAA's
contract with the major TV networks were voided. The contract
was voided and left division I-AA, II and III unable to sell games.
Ilivision III realized $10,000 from its portion of the NCAA con-

. tract for televising four division in 1983.
Thus, the -most obvious effect t s decision has had is that there

is no television money available to the NCAA or divisiob III schools
for championships competition. It could mean competing schools
will have to travel to championship events at their own cost. This
would make it kmpossible for the majority of division III colleges
like Wartburg to ckmpete in national championships when they
qualify.

A prime example- of this is the division III football champion-
ships..Bechuse of the surge of interest, 16 schools were to be select-
ed for playoffs this fall. When the TV contract was voided, it meant
no available funds, and the playoffs reverted' back to eight schools,
with the further possibility reduced reimbursement tor travel
costs to participating teams.

Another obvious effect on our program is decreased gate receipts
at our football games. This is compounded by the fact that several
games-are available for viewing each Saturday, and fans stay horrie
to watch them rather than attend our game. When the weather. is
adverse it makes attendance drop drastically, as it is easier to view
a game in the confines of one's home.

Being located in Iowa puts us in conflict with all the University
of Iowa televised games. Fan enthusiasm and loyalty for the Hawk-
eyes-even reaches into our own student body. .

Fbrtunately, our athletic budget is baSed on program content and
is built like any other budget on campus. We do not depend upon
Rate receipts for our 16 varsity sports,- but it certainly helps the col-
lege keep the financial support at a respectable level.

With the loss of these funds, the college must make tough deci-
sions as to how to Emma its athletic program. iibigyou cut funds to ),
all sports? Do you cutSports from the program? Ai /Participation
a hallmark Of the Diviiion 'II philosophy, both alternatives are d0-
astating.for the student athlete and the college.
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4.Formerly, under the NCAA television contract, we were, protect-
ed from this television encvachment This was pointed out earlier
by my colleagues from the cablevision. If the University of Iowa or
Iowa State University wanted to "televise in our area, in conflict
with our home game,4 they had to pay for all our seats that went
,unsold for that game. This was a protection that we lost in the

..-court's decision. -

As I stared, loss' of gate receipts is-a factor, but the losi oaf farg
and general interest in our program is just as devastating. 1` think.
this was pointed out by Ade Sponberg. Our athletes enjoytfan sup-
port and crowds, but the proliferation of televised game] as, re-
d4iced this noticeably.

We have no possitility of marketing our program in order to
gain a televiSion contract. There is no demand for it, nor would we
be necessarily interested if there were. We do feel, however, thAt
the court made an unwise decision' when 'they. ruled in favor of the
University of Oklahoma.'iveryone has had reduced revenues, and
it has particularly affected Divisions II and III and

We belong to the NCAA because ftke program and leadership
it offers,us. The NCAA is govern by its mcOnbers. We truly be-

, lieve this, and have complete f in this organization. Admitted-
ly, changes need to be madela it les and regulations need con-
stant revision. However, some institutions' look upon the NCAA as
an outside agency that -puts unnecessary rules, regulations and con-
straints upon them

The NCAA is a voluntary organization and needs.to have the op-
portunity to regulate itself for the good of the total membership.
The loss of its television revenue plan has been a severe loss to the
NCAA membership. College athletics .needs guidance, rules, regula-
tions and support, and the NCAA'can provide this if given the
clta.nce. ,

At our level we tend to View. the whole action of the University
of Oklahoma and like institutions as pure big-time business. They
have .little concern for whaf_hthletics stand for, a w no con -

`h cern for the Division III philosophy.
My counterparts from Division I A and schoolis .will have

more detailed information about t ii' program nd I am sure the
NCAA office will provide addiff al informati tit the loss in
revenues.

[The complete statement follotvs:]

O
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DATE: Nayember 12, 1984

Tb: Senator Clfarlev F. Gran:4104,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Administrative Practice And
Proced4re, Committee oil Judiciary ..

FROM: John Kuril, Athletic Director, Wartburg College, Waverly, Iowa
, . .

XE:3`, Statement on the4offects of the Saepremo ts decision in
e Nation -al Collegiate AtiiJltic v Board of Regents

of, Dniversity or Oklahoma,
14

Background Inrymation . ...'s

Wartburg College has been a member of the NCAA since 1956.
At that time there were only two divisions, a Univeisity and College.
Through the years it was fairly obvious that many institutionei ;Ike
Wartburg could not compete with many or the larger cdlleges And
uuiversttios in the College- Division. Out 'of this realization the
Division concept WAN spawned, leading°to thy present Division, IAA,
IA, II and III concept.

.1.1a.rtbfirg, along with many other like institution!), felt athletics
were an.integral part of a students total educatton, Therefore the
guldellines for ilembership in.Divisirn III were developed. The most

,distipctive feature being, financial Aid to student-athletely must
he based. nn financial need ttth no athletic echokarships.

A otWaf."Diyinio:f III Philosophy Statement" is enclosed as
supplement will note that there are considetable differences
between-p.rpgram ifhflosephles in Division I, 11 and Iliinstitutibns.

Most of the colleges that )pined Divsion. III wanted equal
competition and the high quality of leadership the NCAkoffered through
their wrganization. This led to a full program for women and men,
with National Championships offered in more than 18 sports.

"

With member:01Lp increasing more and more merest deLloped
In national championships and led ro'qualffying s andards lhd reim-
bursement for trave1 and per di61*. Since the maiorltv of these champion-
ship,: wire not self supporting, funds forftxpenses came from-tire
NCAA felevisiOn Revenue Conti-het: Funds set, aside each year from
this_ contract were a rreinendous bo0st.to-Division 111 programs.

0

NCAA vs.'Unlyersity of Oklahoma, Supreme Cotfrt Decision
. *

04

A9 W4%1( of this d6cision the Rights and Fees from the
NCAA's controct with the Major TV netwifrks were voided. The contrast
wds voided and left Division IAA,. II and- III unable to sell games.
Division III realized $150,000 from Its portion of NCAA contratt
for relevisInk tour Division games, in 1983.

T

Thus the mpst obiabus effebt this decision has had MrZs. there
is no television money; ''ailable to the NCAA or Division III Schools
for championship competition. It could mean competing schools will
have to travel So ch4mpionAhip events at theirown cost. This would
make it impossible f6r the majoOty,of Division.III Colleges, like
Wartburg, to compete in National Championships when they qualify.

A prime examplA of this is the Division III football champion-
s. Because of the surge of interest, 16.scifoola were to be selected
&layoffs this fall. When the TV contract was voided irmeant

n SNLInhle funds and the Olavori, r4verted back to 8 schools,,with
the further possibility of reduced reimbOlisement for travel costs
to p,artielpating teams. ,

Another obvious effort on our-$rogram is decreased gate receiP"
At our football games. This is compounded by the fact that several
games are a/lilable for viewing each Saturday and fans stay home
to watch them Gather than mttenyl our WITe. Whea the weather is advew
it makes attendance drop dr&sticallv aiNit Is "caster to view a game
in the confines of ones home.
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Being located in town Also puts OA 61 conflict with all the
Lnive'rsite of Iowa televised games. Fan enthusiasm and loyalty for
the ilawkeves even reaches into our own student body.

Fortunately our athletic budget is based on program content
and is built like any other-budget-on campus. We do not depend upon
gate recciprs tot our lb varsity up rte, but it certainly helps the
college keep the financial support .t a resplOable level.

With the loss of these funds the college must make tough decisions
as to how to support Its athletic program. Do you cut funds, to all
sports! Do von cut sports Irom the program? An participation is a

hallmark of the Dtvision Ill philosophy both alternatives gre devastat-
ing (or the student-athlete and the college,

Formerly, undur the NCAA Television Contract, we were protected
from thi television encroachment, If the University of Iowa or
IOWA State University wanted to.re:-vise in our area, In-condlict
with out home game, they had to pay for all our seats that went unsold
for that game. This was a protection that we lost in the courts decision.

As I stared, loss of gate receipts Is a factor, but the. loss
of fans-And general interest in our program is lust av devastating.
Our arhieres enjoy fan ,snpport And crowds but the proliferation of
televised games has reduced this noticeably.

We have no possibility of marketina our program in order to
gain a television contract. There is noWmand foi' It nor would 4.4.,
be necessarily interested if there were. We do feel however that
the court made An unwise decision when they ruled in Invor of the
University of Oklahoma. Everyone has had reduced revenues and it
has particularly affected Divisions II and Ili and IAA inc:.

`t?-, . r. .

We belong to the NCAA because of the Rrograms and leadership
it.:Ofeyet us. The NCAA is governe;1 by its members. WejrnI/belloye
this and ijave complete faith In this organization. Admittedly', changes
need to be made And rules and regulations need constant r7viiion,
however, some institutions looli upon the NCAA as an outside agency
that nuts unnecessary rules, regulations and other constraints upon
them,

oppftThe NCAA in a -voluntary organization and needs to have the
ntiv to reguleute Itself for the good of the total members11.01.

The 'loss of its Television Revenue Plan hNs. been a severe less to
the NCAA membership. College Athletics needs guidance, rules, segula-
tIons and support and the NCAA can provide this if given the chance,

I have no plan to offer, but do'know a fair Telejl.sion Plan
-can be worked out without undue outside interference. from the courts
of the government.

At our level we tend to view the whole action of the University
of' Oklahoma and like institutions as pure big time business. They
have little concerm for wit-at athletics n[apd for,and show no concern
for the Division 01 Philosophy. N

My counterparts from Diviion IAA and II school,s will have _
,,,_ Ti,re-letalled 'information aboUt their programs and I am'stire the

N,7A4 Oltice will provide Additional infosmarion .about the loSs in
tevenp,g, ,
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tatementt Adopted by the membership of Division III in 1981, Is hased
on the existing practices And ideals of inatitutio-ns within the division.
h..me I mpnneAta have universal Applicability Aa coOfied In the
kkolytitotion and oviaws ot the Aanuclatton; others AFC wtielv desired
but inhibited by special legal And financial regulations. A few AFC sublect.,
to dillering treatment bur-Aosta of speial policies and .'oncerne of individual
iantitutlous. Ti. stAtement is intended to inform the development of legit.-

lation and to serve as .tguide to member institutions In planning And Im-
plementing programs ef At.hletics.

,olleges end universities in hlvirlion ill place highest priority on the
ver-aid qnalits of the educational experience. In so doing, they ouch to
at rear/then the integrarian of oblectives and programs with
academic and developmental obluctives, and to Assure dim Integration of
athlotes with other students.

,To thatqvid, the college places special Impoitadke on the imvact of athletics
.,111 the u,INtielpents rather than on spectators, and greater Wfsphasin on
the internal eonstitueucv (students, alumni dad special friends) than on
the general public -and Its entertainment needs.

the athletLy ',cost:tin is characterized by the following:

1. Yalti: !patron i4 encourage) by maximizing the numbev and vaeietv of
4PPOIlUllitiSK I a varsity. club and tntramu6sl sports.

.. Participant-. ceeive the same treatment AS other studentn, They have
ndlioniede privIlegen in itdmiesion, academic advising, course selection,
grading. livfns accamma1lAtions or financial aid. Similarly, Athletes
are not denied rights 'fad opportunities that would tie available In
them AS nonathletes.

It,,' Athieties program/to controlled, financed Nnd staffed throtIgh the
same genfr.iJ protctlotes its other, departments of the college.

SPorts,Jor men,. d women are given equal emphanis And the desired quality
ol ,oraPettl ts similar In all sports. Participant interests will
ee one facto )considered in the 0.termination of the level of support
pr.,,IdeJ he tor vollegr toemch sport,

odeut swore' supported in their eff.Irts to reach high levels of per-
furmanke by providing them with OdequAte lacilitTes, cnmpetent coatching
And 'ppropriate competitive opportunities with students from similar
institntionn.

4.sphaqI1 is gIvih 0.Im-sen5011 competition, but exceptional
Li ii,. nnki itn,Iu,IIuiin, nine be encouraged t h ro eh p ns I S 0 a

rho ,,tp," 01 thi' SA la to assist its members to develop this approach as
0 .7.,711.3h1C compefctron and to do So in wavy that

mininize Intringemone on ihe trel'Idom of individual institutions to determine
tbel, m.i.t 4v,' -Iii -1,!,:CIves and programme.

1.
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Senator GeAstu.E:YI"Before I ask questions, without ve repeating
4 what may be sane of the things the broadcasters saidig there any

rebuttal you'd want to make on anything that was pr;'esented by
the first panel? if there is,-we'd .like to get that in the record from
you two.

Mr. Ktiirrr. They talk about good teams sold out. Nailing was
said abut poor teams sold out. Television interferenceI think
they sah safely say that televising maybe will generate interest.
The'Unwersity of Iowa is particularly devastating to,our program'
not only the football, but the 'basketball as skell. We -haste' b en
unable to, during the basketball season, go head to head -with any
wrestlingikvent, for instance, at bur place. We can't even get our
own students'but. They stay home to watch the Hawkeyes. .

So that's an effect 'on us too. And ilothing'ii been said about what
happelps when you have a poor team, what would television rights
do. And I think that's beet pointed out by Ade and some of the
others.

Mr. Bowt.snvT Earlier, I think the University oflowa was used as
.a'very appropriate example as to what television can do relate to-

oUr:' in -hour q attendance. Certainly he University of Iowa has
been able to maintain their g1l ut cro ds for televised basketball
events, but I can very safely say ' b a whole new tneafti,
to basketball scheduling for the U sity of Northern Iowa. We,
from 3 or 4 years ago to this p ave scheduled absolutely noth-
ing on. ThUrsdays, 'because wt. have even difficulty getting radio
stations to carry our events, much less sgetting people to come out
to the ball games. We longer play on Thursdays, and, in fact,
have turned down some lily good contracts that came on Thurs-
days. We eltr.tiot play on aturday afternoonsjust because of the
conflict. '

And, as I mentioned it my statement, in basketball we have an
alternative. We can go to Wednesday or to a Tuesday or to a Sat-
uday evening. In footbal4, we are extremely limited in what we
cart do, becfmse Saturday is traditionally the day we play. Now; we
can try and go to Thursday night, but unless everybody goes,
there's very little we cart. do there, because you can't play a game.
on Saturday and be ready to 'play another gathe on Wednesday or
Thursdayor at least it's very difficult.

Sb fit would be nice to have an alteinative.' a

DECREASE IN ATTENDANCE Ji

reCl r\ SecatctitAssLEY. Bob, in your testimony you mentioned that
your home attendance has dramatically decreased since the Su-
preme Court decision, pritharily due to the increased number of
telecast games. Now, earlier, broadcasters and the CFA seemed to g ;#
..disagree with that; and say that exposure and attendance is up.
Cart& you ,provide tore sominiftee with some uttilOrs in this
regard; in other words, how many more games are being, shown on
television this year, thatefect your attendance, as opposed to last
year? , -. 5: 4 , /..

_,-Mr. 'Bowtstiv.-Jus .theiiite that we got 'w that we were
iyoing'to have the he campus, I've been doing a little check-
ing with TV guides. `e yveeks,ago -there were 10 games in our

-;:l 4,1011 ...;.

I
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-;176.1

.'4.40. " - '4% .
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market in the m, n- 10 p.h . time slot.. Last week there were 11,
and this past week there were 12. All of those tend to- be top-20
games-with highly visible teams, generally out of the `top 40 teams
in the Nation.

That being the case, and proceeding upon a premise that deals
with people being just a little on the lazy side, it's awful easy or
them to stay hone, rather than coming out to see us play. And be-
cause we're more competitive this year than we were last, I have
very little else to hang my hat on other than the fact that the in-
creased television exposure has got to be having an effect on our
program.

Senator GRASSLEY. You testified that UNI fared better under the
old system. Would you advocate some kind of antitrust exemption
for the NCAA in order .to return to that system, or would you just
a soon see the Government keep out of the issue and allow the sit-
uation to work itself out? I know you commented on that in your
closing statement.

Mr. BOWLSBY. I would very much like to see the NCAA be grant-
6d some kind of antitrust exemption. I. think that- in, the situation
whereihings like that'have been done liefbre-, certainly by compari-
son the NCAA, in my mind, has a ntlich better case to make,- be-
cause they represent the broad interests of intercollegiate athletics.

Senator GRASSLEY. Now, did puexpress a concrete view,that you
feel there should be no legislation in-this area,

Kuirrr. No, I didn't go so far as to say that. I thought if they
could stay out of it as much as possible, yes. But I think ultimately
what we're concerned about, and what everyone's concerned about,
is the breakup of the NCAA through the possible action of leaving
it open orI think we have far more to protect here than TV dol-
lax. I think we have thousands and thousands of young men and
wornen around the country to protect, their rights to participate.

Now, that's the way we look-at it from division III. I think that's
a concern of everyone. That's why I'm concerned, that television at
this point does not look at it that way at all. They think there's a
market, they can be making money at it, and that's where it's
going td go.

So, Senator Grassley,. I think probably I would.haye to agree
with Bob, that there May have to be some, but I think we have to
be-Very careful, think very carefully in that area.

Senator GRASSLEY. From where you are; Dr. Sponberg, may I inr,
fringe upon your time to ask you the same thing, because youN

t didn't comment on it, and I forgot to ask you. Do you think this
ought' to be dealt 'with in a legislative manner at all? Does the
NCAA generally have a view on that?

Dr. SPONBERe:. I think at. this point we havq established .a new
Pt/resident's commission of the NUM, and I thiAk that's something
that that group ought: to lake udder. Atrvisement. It should, be in
their purviev4to make those decisions, whether or not this should
be sought.

Senator GRASSLEY. So then at this point the NCAA doesn't have
a view on legislation, but are you suggesting that the President's
commission may be looking into that?

Dr. PONBERG. I think it's something that theythat's an issue
they s mild deal with. -I'm only represeiling---
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senator GRASSLE'Y. Do you think they will deal with it, or do you

think--
Dr. SPONBERG. I think they will deal with the issue and make a

decision whether or not to seek tg,exemption.
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes. That my point. Mr. Snider, were you

starting to, raise your hand? I don't have a question for you,
but-

Mr. SNIDER. No." .

Senator GRASSLEY. Now, one more question, Bob. Can you de-
scribe for me UNI's experience with television broadcasts in the
past, what it's been this year, and will the division4I-AA playoffs--
be telecast this year?

Mr. 130WWBY. Our experience the last time we were on a region.-
al telecast was in 80, which we were then under the division II
package. Because o conference-is not an automatic qualifier for
one of the twelve s is for the I-AA playoffs, we are ndt included
on any sort of a r gular basis under what would have been-the

., NCAA's 1982-85 plan. And so we were net getting on ts a I-AA
member on any sort of a regular basisbut the formula did entail
some involvement by I-AA on a regular basis; I think it was .286
times the number of teams that are in .ITAA. That was the number
of appearances we got annually, excludinZ t ampionhip series:.

As to whether or notwe would Certainly ave iked to have
been a part of that, but because we pt y have. four emberObi-Our
conference, we were not'As tip wheth or not this ear's champi-.
onships, will be aged, i 's mii underkica ding that thy werqLaired
regionally last yee, a .1 -woula" be...very siirprised.a hisilMnt if
they,received any kind package thatwoUld entail much in ;the
wad tf compensation.

cost TIM-V.AL TO CH AIMONS i'
tiator :OitAsstgY. Min, ..friOnern .concerns is the cost

of dent travel' to "'the itatiohal.-,Cha too hips, which will no
longer be borne by t CAA-Nia the* rOvenue. So I have, natu-.
tally, a questiop that° loitfikeed, couidq't the* costs be cov-
ered in some o er ay. . nd if you recall, ont-af the ,reasons

becatts 'they Nsented What they rekrred to as a so-call d welfare
/1--0 ahMna challenged _Ole

so -call
wasschools sncbz.pls Geor. 3 3

SYgtgin it generated. si I'd tike 0-have-you comment on thdt, too.
Mr. Kunri. As 1 -3ifd, we are their consciende, and we consider

oureIlle%vo g many times iii let, direct conflict, *ith them,
because o at We haire,,ne gong ered ourselves with our hand
ou ' we'.never w consider ourselves. with? our hand out. We

mic wee somet our schools, our philosophy, have some-
thing to. give, to the A-, we think we havb Something to offer,

sand iiittga,,we alinit. ey have a great deal to offer for the young
filen and your i;v.men of this country. ,..

I thin liked organization, and yet it is diked. We are the
7---; la rOst p, but we go in with no pretensions or being able to out-

vote and ,get moneys from them. They offered this to us, and
we didn to C _our hands out and saying we must have it. I

they fin themselVes in the same situatifto where they're
for More !honeys fiir their program, and if we want to pon-
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tinue our championship series, moneys must be fivailable. And it
would be impossible for most institutions to come up with this kind
of money on a. yearly basis, to make that kind of championship
events possible.

Senator GRASSLEY. Could you estimate for us how much lost reve-
nuecould you translate that into dollarshas happened to your
live gate as a result of the current broadcastting situation?

Mr. Kuwrr. Because of the Diyision III philosophy, gate receipts,
as I stated, are not a major concern for us,'as such. Because we
haveli lot of walkins and a lot of free passes, our gate receipts
our percentages would probably be a better term to use. At this
time, I don't know what it would be. We don't have a dome to play
in, like UN1, go we are faced with weather, and this fall has been
bad weather. So we have had some poor crowds. Whether it's eft-
tributed to TV or the rain and cold we've had, it would be very dif-
ficult to say. But gate receipts are down for games that normally

.4 . would have drawn more people.,-Spectators, are dowp because of41/4

that, I would say. From whet was normally a very atfactive home
schedule, attendance has been dowp.

Senator GRASSLEY. Has Wartburg had any'past experience on tel-
evision, and can you predict how the current situation- will affect'
Wartburg's chances to appear in the-future on television'?

Mr. Ktiar. As I stated, in the past,'13y virtue of the TV contract
with the NCAA, Division III was "guaranteed four games, on a re-
gional basis only. In 198'2, the year Unit we participated in the na-
tional

.-

playoffs, we were.. Considered down' to the final week as- a
gional playoff game, but we were not selected. And that, of course,
as Cablevision has already said, it's a nonprofit-thing for tke Crible0(
vision, but it was writtql in the contract. But it's not sotnething
that Division III schools. really need for exposure. Its somettlying
that was offered, I guess, es a plum. I

Senator GRASS LEY. Any comment from either one of 'you in cloS. '''''
ing, before I call the next panel?

Mr. BOWISBY. Well, only ope. Relative to the gate receiptie ii s-
r

4,
tion, in ou case, just projecting' upon what we drew last ye
compared to what we drew this year, our lost revenue could be a..
high as $80,000 to $100,000;Now, it's hard to specviate if all of that , _

is dne to television, but thatirepresents 4 to 5 percent of ow overall
budget, and that has a devOtating effect on us. '' , k

One other thing that makes it particularly difficult fpr I-AA is
that it lot of people in our division are attempting to playare in-,

id' Division I in, ail other sportsand are attempting to compete
against the same peop10 who are receiving large sums in terms Of
television, dollars. Our basket all team last year ,played I believe it
was three Rig Eight Ateams, ig Ten teams ',Valley teams. In
those instances it's txtreniel difficult to pete when we're
losing gate receipts and tele 'siori opportun , while the ones
'we're competing against are co tinning .to receivt) t those.

And so on tip one hand, we' e d aling with Et septiratkklivision;
on the other, we're ,very much tr g to compete in the Mine arena
as same of the who are still 1 involved. . N4..,.

stri-SenGRAssi.Er. I th -you very much, and once again let m4t
thank you as the host for '

Mr. ROWLSBY. Its a pleasure to have you here. i
A e.
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SenatoLGRAssCEY. Thank you.
The nexhpanel, panel III, but it's Also the last panel, is made up

of Mr. MAx U4ck, athl9tic director at Iowa State University. He's
been with the'athletic departmet for over 12, years, and prior to
that -was a football coach at Wabash 'College in Ohio.,

Jim Whit Z, from: the University of Iowa, is the assistant for pro-
motion marketirrto the athletic director, antra's my understand-
tt that you primary responsibility is negotiating TV contracts for

\. the universi c ,

viceWe'lilsci h e with us John Goebel, vic chancellor, University of
,, Nebraska at Lincoln. He is the fiscEtl'officer for UNL and- has pri-

mary responsibility for finanical mane ment at the university.
roYou're accompanied by two peop 's m the university, if you'd

like to bring them. One is`Mr. Ja O'Hanlon, dean,of teachers
and college faculty representative to the Big fight Conference, and
by Mr. Richard Wood, who is in-house counsel for the University of
Nebraska. Am I right on that? .

Mr. GOEBEL. T4L1111( you, Senator. Yes. I'd like to call them for
the question period for questions that are particularly relevant to
them. 1111

Senator GRASSLEY. Before you start, does the reporter need a
break, or anything?

Mr. LANDOR. No, sir; I'm fine.
Senator GRASSLEY. So you're the only. one that wants to come up

here for now? ,
Mr. GOEBEL. Yes.
Senator GliftsLEY. OK. Well, let's start, then, with,,, Max, and

then Jim_White and then John.
...

STATEMENTS_ OF PANEL CONSISTING OF: MR. MAX URICK, ATH-
LETIC DIRECTOB, IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY; MR. JIM WHITE,
ASSISTANT FOR IrROMOTION MARKETING TO THE ATHLETIC
DIRECTOR, UVIVERSITY OF IOWA; AND MB, JOHN' GOEBEL,
VICE CHANCELLOR, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA. (LINCOLN),
ACCOMPANIED BY MR. JAMES O'HANLON AND MR. RICHARD
WOOD

Mr. URictc. I'd like to take this opportunity to thank the p.er.
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, and especially Senator Charles
E. Grassley, chairman of the Subconiimittee on Administrative
Practice ind Procedure, for making the timq,and arrangementr4cL .
hear responses to the 1* college football -.{ evision situation. The
topic has been worked over ,extenlively during the past several
months by university .administrators, members of the, mediatele-
casting entities and attorneysfat law. Nevertheless,. it appear) the
road ahead for the televising of college football games.is'stillffilled
with considerable uncertainty, 1

In my opinion the suit initiated by the Universities of Georgia
and Oklahoma has evoked a situation that has led to confusion,
frustration and hard feelings by the public, college administrators,
coaches, and those of us involved with intercollegiate athletics,..It
has had a serious impact on the intercollegiate athletic programs
of our colleges and universities, regardless of size.

1
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The deregulation of college football television has lir ht a pro-
liferation of college football on TV. This overexpos poses a
threat, 'real or imaginokl, that the patronage of the games in
person, on campuses, will decrease. The effect of this drop in at-
tendance could mean a serious decrease in the all-important finan-
cial base of support eAth school has needed to underwrite expanded
intercollegiate athletic programs, including both men and women's
activities.

Additionally, we believe there is more to a football Saturday
than just the game. Concerts, lectures, displays and other activities
havbecome a part of a college football weekend. It's important for
institutions to have people on campus. Traditionally, a football
game has attracted old and new friends to the university and is an
opportunity to expose these individuals to the broader scope of uni-
versity life.

The additiOnal revenue that was expected from more. college foot-
ball on television was overstated. Prior to the Court's decision, ad-
vertisers.paid top dollar for what was a reasonably exclusive prod-
uct.. However, the dilution of the market has fdlt-ced the advertising
dollar downward. That is, the supply has increased, but the
.demand has remained the Same. Less revenue received by schools
is an everpresent threat to intercollegiate athletic departments

----that operate primarily from generated revenue. The -year prior to
the Supreme Court's decision,.. the 1983-84 school year, the Big
Eight. Conference received approximately. $5.2 million from football
televisioq_appearances of conference members for 15 appearances.
Through7the Big Eight Conference sharing formula, "Iowa State
University's share amounted to just \over $570,000. While this
year's final total is not yet complete, it is anticipated that confer-
ence football television revenue will be about $5 Million, for over

u 20 appearances. Iowa State Univergity's share of this is projected to
1)13e $450,000.

A most distressing ramification of the recent decision pertains to
the juggling of starting times to accommodate the televising of
games. The traditional starting time of early afternoon on atur-
day has been compromised. The inconvenience to fans and the ill
will caused by the juggling of starting tittles as close as 10 days
before the event, is a legitimate concern of<ours and our support-
ers. It makes us wonder if the additional exposure and envisioned
revenue was worth it. University athletic' administrators are hold-
ing a double-edged sword in this regard.

A fourth major concern pertains' to the impact that his situation
has had on the smaller nniversity.' Prior to theSupreme Court's de-
cision, small universities, Division I-AA, II, and III, were guaran-,
teed some appearances and revenue. This was achieved during the

ign: the NCAA marketed and controlled all of college football TV.
e the Court's decision and the prohibition of the involvement of

the NCAA in television scheduling, the smaller schools have been
virtually shut out of appearances and resultant revenues, We do
not think this is best for a balanced intercollegiate athletic pro-
gram. It seems appropriate to make room for consideration,- to in-
clude, to some extent, the smaller colleges and universities.

It was anticipated that the 1984football season was going t9 be
an unusual one. Uncertainty prevailed, and is still rampant. How-

,
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ever, 1 am optimistic and heful that an end 'to the uncertainty
and return to a healthier perspective regarding college football and
its relationship to television is around the corner. I am optimistic,
because the feeling of dissatisfaction is common among university
athletic administrators, and an effort to solve this problem is cross-
ing conference lines, time zones, and personalities.

There seems to be a renewed effort to preserve the positi 'Je value
of college football and maintain a perspective that is in the best in-,
terests of the universities and the young people that attend our
universities. I would encourage this committee to continue to moni-
tor this situation and extend what influence it can toward a resolu-

. tion that is in sound keeping with the values of amateur athletics.
Senator GRASSLEY. Regarding your last statement, when we get

to the questions I'll ask you the extent to which That includes legis-
lation.

Go ahead, Mr. White.
Mr. WHITE. The University of Iowa is grateful to Senator Grass-

ley and the Judiciary Committee for the opportunity to appear
here today to express our views.

The Supreme Court's decision in NCAA v. Oklahoma is of con-
cern to the University of Iowa. Our concerns involve, first, the an-
ticipated loss of revenue which has and will result from the deci-
sion; second, the adverse effect of the decision on smaller universi-
ties, traditionally black universities, and women's programs; and
third, the uncertain reach of the Supreme Court's opinion into
other NCAA rules and, indeed, other activities of higher education.

Nevertheless, the University of Iowa does not believe that the
higher education community should make a statutory exemption
from the Sherman Antitrugt Act its first priority. While we would
consider supporting such legislation, our first congressional priority
must be maintaining Federal financial aid for all students and Fed-
eral support for teaching basic and applied research and service.

To elaborate, we are concerned about the adverse effect of the de-
cision on revenue. At the outset, it should be noted that the effect
of the dismantling of the NCAA television plan on Big Ten univer-
sities during the current year has got been as severe as it has been
for other Division I institutions. Last year, each Big Ten university
earned approximately $700,000 from payments made under the
NCAA television plan. During the current year, the university an-
ticipates it will earn between $400,000 and $700;000 from payment
made under agreements with CBS and several syndicators. .In
future years, we believe it would be unrealistic to anticipate earn-
ing more than several hundred thousand dollars annually from the
sale of television football rights.

Although the University is disappointed that direct television'
payments will be lowered, we have greater concerns about the po-
tential effect flowing froni decision on live game attendance
(and the. scheduling disruptio

\
caused by the demand's of the net-

works. We believe that the oliferatinn of live televAion games
could adversely 'affect our attendance. And it is live attendance, or
the gate, not football television payments, that provide the/where-
withal to support men's and women's athletic programs at Big-Ten
universities.
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For ex ple, while e university anticipates earning from
$400,00 o $700;000 from football television appearances during
the current fiscal year, the university will earn approximately $3.5

f million in home and away gate revenues from football. Our con-

/
cernmust be that live attendance be maintained; thus, we have
concern that the excessive numb ej. of football games broadcast on
television will adversely affect that gate.

We have the. added concern that the proliferation of televised
games has necessitated changes in starting times. These changes
inconvenience our fans and further threaten attendance.

Our second concern relates to the adverse effect that dismantling
of the NCAA television..plan has had on other institutions, p.aticu-
larly smaller institutions, and the traditionally black universities.
under the former television plan, these institutions shared in the
revenues from the NCAA plan and benefited from occasional tele-
vision exposure. While the University of Iowa support for a devel-
oping women's athletic program will remain constant, we must
have concerns that other and smaller institutions, when faced with
the loss of television revenues, will not ti01 able to support women's
athletics at a level consistent with the &owth in women's interests
in intercollegiate competition.

Finally, both the Supreme Court's ruling and Judge Burciaga's
opinion raise questions about the applicability of the Sherman
.Antitnist Act to other NCAA rules and create a possibility of addi-
tional costly and time consuming litigation.

Because of the'conerns I havementioned, the University of Iowa
would consider supporting a congressional initiative to exempt
intercollegiate athletics, and higher education generally, from the
provisions of Sherman Antitrust Act. It must be noted, howev-
er, that such an exemption cannot higher education's or the uni-:
versity's highest congressional priority. Our first concern must be
for continued Federatsupport for financial aid for all of 'our stu-;
dents and increased Pederal .support for teaching basic and applied
research and serviceS. :These are. the concerns most central to
higher education and the University Of Iowa.

Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. J6hn.

_ Mr. GOE131.,. Senator Grassley, I'd like to read into the record a
letter from ChanoellOr :Massengale to your subcommittee.

The UniVersity of Nebraska-Lincoln feels that the Supreme Court decision, which
voided the National Collegiate Athletic Association football television contracts has.
for the most part, had an adverse effect on our television income for the 1989

. season, in comparison to the 1983 seasonIL While final figure s are not available at
this writing, we have every reason to believe that our revenue at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln will approximate 60 to' 65 percent of what we received from. the
Dig Eight Conference in "1983, despite the fact that our football team has been,:
ranked exceptionally high, nationally, in both years. It appears that previously kw'.
cessful major programs ai-o all suffering a similar fate. Futhermore, information we
have received indicates that schools with lest; demand for TV exposure will suffer to
atkeven greater extent in the current year.

The major universitjes throughout the country have not as yet been able to solidi-
fy their group so that they are able to bargain beneficially with the gletworks. Thus,'
we feel that there has been an oversaturation of college network funds available for
rights fees. There have been several attempts to arrange a coalition between the
College Football Association and the PAC-10 and-Big 10 Conferences, but for vari-
ous reasons, theNse-nttempts have not been successful to date. As a consequence, the
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PAC-10 ateirltig 10 joined together to arrange a television package with CBS, while
the CFA arranged a packap with ABC.

Instead of 83 sehOols aligned to negotiate with one or more networks, the CFA
had 63 members, while the PAC-IQ/Big 10 had 20 members. This lack of unification
and lack of exclusivity,. which the court ordered, has made it difficult for the net-
works .to sell college football commercial time; hence, a dramatic drop in reven1,
which has had a serious effect on some of the universities involved. It appears that
if no coalition similar to the earlier NCAA arratikernent is possible as a result of
the cut-rent interpretation of antitrust laws, college football wotild be well advised to
seek an exemption such as that granted professional football. ":t.

This letter is not meant as a criticism of any organization or university; it is
.merely a statement of facts, according to our experience during the 19.84 season on
the impact of Judge flurciaga's ruling, and the Supreme Court s judgment. We lire
not suggesting, either, that the return of the NCAA as administrator of college foot-
ball television would drastically change the situation. We believe that oversatura-
tion caused by the CFA-PAC-10/Big 10 splits, and the large number of games evolv-
ing out of syndication, conference packages, pay-for-view aittl other forms of televi-
sion, has affected the public interest and that of potential advertising spOnsors.

The best step to take at this time, in our opinion, is to encourage unification of
the large universities, which would enhance the bargaining positions of the parties
involved. And, as noted above, if such actions are unsuccessful, possible exemption
from antitrust rules should be sought.

Thank you very much for your consideration of this corresponden4.

Senator GRASSLEY. Max, I believe you were the only one of the
three who wasn't specific on whether or not to legislation might be
something you'd support.

Mr. URICR. Well, I think just based op this year's experience,' it
would be premature to say that. I think that the fact that it was so
late when the decision came, actually late in July, early
before a plan was developed, that it's only been, what, 4 or -5:
months, I think that's maybe why 1 encourage close monitoring,
perhaps. I would certainly not oppose it.

IMPACT ON WOMEN'S SPORTS

Senator GRASSLEY. Jim, -I didn't have a prepared question on this,
but I think it's sometking that I ought to ask. Wm touched on it in
your- testimony, and I applaud you for it, in regard to the impact
on the *omen s programs, and I thiq. you've set out very precisely
how you feel about it. My only quegtion would be, has this been
something that's been discussed in the circles nationwide thitt'
you've particioted in, or is this something yoU personally view as
a detrimental impact of the decision, detrimental to women's pro-
grams?

Mr. WHITE. I would say, Senator, it would be diffiCult to say that
there's any on the national level, but. I know it's a con-
cern at the Uriiversity of Iowa because there's such a commitment,
as I -think there is throughout the NCAA members, for equal op-
portunity. And I think we recognize that our football program, in
terms of rodenuelis ecornerstone, and that revenue has to be safe-
guarded. And we re simply aware of that, and we realize who the,
beneficiaries of thal revenue happen to be, and they happen to be
our other sports and the men and women who compete.

So I would just say I would expect a similar feeling would prevail
at Other institutions. And it is a concern at the University of Iowa.

Senator GRASSLEY. DO either bf the other two have any co ment
on that ppint, particularly if you know whether it's been a po nt of

BEST COPY:
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discussion at national meetings with which you would be associated
where this issue has come up for discussion?

Mr. URICK. It has not been a point of discussion .specifically,
wointm's programsat Iowa State we administer without regard to
gender, so when wilMay. our program is Ong to be hurt, it's toing
to be men and women.

Mr. GOEBEL. I can't speak to the guestiOn of any national meet-
ings. I'll ask Dr. O'Flanlon to do' that in just a moment. But any
impact on our athletic program- budget would affect women's ath-
letics. The bulk of our support for our women's program domes
from the men's program, and therefore,. anything that *ould knock
down the revenue that we receive,--and we have experienced that
decrease _this year, and if you compare it to our expectations, it was
even more serious of a, decrease will have an 'effect on women's
programs.

Jim, has that been discussed at any of the meetings that you've
attended? -

Dr. O'HANLoN, Well, I really haven't been to a national meeting
yet. The next NCAA national meeting is in January, and it might
be an appropriate topic of conversation then.

Senator GRASSLEY.. We'll monitor Ittarfrom our 'standpoint, then,
so I can seek that informatica-46 myself, but I appreciate your
bringing it out

. I have questions for all three of you as a groltp, so any or all of
you can respond.

I tilink most of you did address in your statements the impact,
upon revenue,. but so I can have it all at,sonce, you,- if you
can, to summarie your receiving inoe,a iess revel-1'110S a result
bf the decision.

Mr. Uiticx. We'e receiving less revenue, but More ,appearances.-.
'enat.Or- GRASSLEY. All right.
Mr. WI-11TE. We're receiving approxittiately $300,000 less revenue,

and we've beeij on television a..considerable amount more.
Mr. GOEBEL. We're receiy4fig less revenue compared tct last yeai.

uP I think it should also be noted that it's-clausiderably less than ex-
pectations for this year.

Senator GRASSLEY. Does the Supreme Court's decision affect your
school's negotiating position regarding television' coverage of any
future bowl bids your school may receive?

Mr. URICK. Pertaining to bowl bids?
Senator . GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. URICK: We're not really being considered this year,--so

[Laughter.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes, I know you aren't, but from your stand-

point; as best you could'judge the impact, to generalize for the
future.

Mr. URICK. I see it a's two separate issues..
.

Senator ORASSLEY. You don't see any relation? ,

. Mr. UR1CK. No..
Senator GitAssi,EY. Well, if that's the .cage, en that's all right,

Mr. White?
Mr. Winn, Senator, I think in virtually all the situations the in-

dividual bowl can negotiate their own television rights. So when

S
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. s
Ail accept, a bowl invitation, you're jtist/p,art and parcel of their
page, . x,.

-7
... ,-

' , Nitt'GonaEL: As a nor/expert in 14, field,' I would have to guess
.. thit- there will be some i pact, in that your attractiveness depends
- Upon exposure. By the s e token, it sill relative to other people's

ex are. So I think ther would have to/be some impact, but der-
tai bly.not. directly, upon the negotiations with the-bowl.

, .
'EFFECT OF TE\JEVISION ON FOOTBXIJ

'Senator GRASSLEY. Can you giveilne your views on what effect
you reef television has on the game of college football, and can you
see a lituationand this is the point of the questionwhere, due
to the 'operation of the free Market, competition for televisiqn reve-
nue will 'be so stiff that schools will be forced to go to any lengths
to develop,winning teams? .

Mr. URICK? I,. think .whenever money seems to be a primary goal
that that is a very real threat. I think thikt's compounded by the
rises in scholarship costs, .that the question is .,where is new money
going ta come from. And -television always seems tcs be`waiting ip
the wings. And that seems to be more acceptalle- than raising
ticket prices to elitreme levels.. .

Mr. WHITE. I think probably for the last decade or two there has

mifiistrators, but also on the pla
been alb increase in pressure plaCed u only-coaches and ad-.

kink live.televisionox-
, acerbates that problem:

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. - .

1-

I.think, as Max d hat should w treac nation where we4
P.have 6- relatively f mber of *chools ac rig or obtaining

6' '. h

most of the exposur th t could In fact betwiin .. to lens,
,From what we're ble to observe; it'-is dfroctlyen -the'mind-s' Of our

coathes and' players'i terms of abuking. the mkt or even contem-
plating that type -c, ion, specific4illY tied ta-lelevision, . , ,g ,

,.. ;Mr. GOEBE'L. I can really add t9 *hid has been said liy,tftt two
who haVe spoken, to it before. Obviously money can create pres-
sures. ,- , ,-.

. Dr. O'Hanlon, do you want tci,comment A that? -
DV. O'HANLON'. It would, just seem; you'd have greater. potential

for great, swings in your program, and if you're 44ending on +figh
revenues from- TV,and gate receipts and you haire` a poor team, you
can lost that-in p hurry. - ,- .,

. ..,Seliator dnAssi..nir. Referring back to what Mr.4fyers said about
30 percent of the, ehdatirig- that goes on; and that's directly related
to this heavy pressure from television, do you basically tigrep with

.:- that? ,-.
sr ,

,.
,,,,

A .

;')

,

Mr. IJalcic.- Wetl, the word eating has ii certain Connotation
about and Athere's- a differen e between cheating and being in
Violation of an iinerpretation. . _

. Ai an example, 4Ws past 21weeks.wd received, through a weekly
. periodical from the PFCAA, wherettei interpretation came through

that .you could not ha .a graduate apsistant coach' scout your 'op-
ponent, and, we've been doing it all season. So Very quickly you :run
down .and telliour coacjies,."Hey, take -him off the road.--.Ve can't
scout." the very next. -week, an interpretatien comes that says,

-

4
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"Fo get last -week's interpretation. It's OK to haft your graduate 1
assistant scout."

he same thiiig happened pertaining to an interpretatibn regard:
a g printed recruiting miaterials. Most schools have a regular mail-

, 'fing list that- they- send out to their recruits. whey have various
itemspicture postcards, picture posters of their school, 42akicular-
ly sports. Everyone prints those up ahead -of time, and you plug
them into a computer and send them out on a regular basig. Two
weeks ago, or a week ago, the interpretation 'came through that
this was illegalN ,

. Sc while those in fact are violations, 'I'm pot sure you can call
_those cheating. , .

Senator GRASSLEY. We have the same problem in thA Senate with
our own ethics laws, as they affect Individual Senators.

yMr. White. .

Mr. WHrrkjgain, I don't know that television u know, that
we could. say it's directly responsible for a given a unt of cheat -
it violation of the rules, and I can't speak for any other 'uniiver--

il Si le4 nor could even offer a comment on a 30-percent figure.' I
think we could speak for the University of Iowa and our people and .
our staff, but I thin} our position would be that as television expo-
sure increases, these is simply increased stress on coaches -and
players to perform, to win, to compete, to be No. 1, because as o r
fans-become more educated in the game of football, the pride of ger.
fans, the pride of our State, there s a lot riding on the success or
failure of an athletic program fft: tile national level. , _

So I would say, without doubt, television contributes to,that, but ._
whether it's 30 percent or 5 percent I think is conjecture. .

4 Mr. GOEBEL. I can only comment on our school. Oar program is
very carefully monitored, and we believe we h ve a very sound eth-
ipal program. I'm comfortable with the notion hat major football
schools or major football programs. have the me high- ethical
standards. A

V

The only comment that I could make other than hal- would be
, consistent with Mot. Mt:- White said; namely, as you ut these in-

creased pressures on thew-athletic programs at yam anstitu-
r 'tions, you've likely to find people who are perhaps less inclined tiirlo

be careful in interpretation of the rules. ,

Senator GRASSLEY: I'd next like to ask you if you supported Okla-
homa and Geofgia bringing the suit, and maybe the answer to thdt
ought to.be obvious, since yo 're told rife how- you believeat least
two of you stated that maybe. Congress ought to deal with ifr and
give antitrust exemption under the Sherman Act. But I still would
like to know if any of you thought Oklahoma and 'Georgia Was
doing the right thing in 1981 when they brought that suit.

Mr. URICKZI'd say, on behalf of Iowa Stale, we cast a very reluc-
tant yes, because of bur lot in the.Big Eight Conference.

Senator GRASBLE1k Mr. White. . ,
.,. - -

Mr. WHiTI. Our position was consistent with thht of the Big Ten,
and we elected not to su pOrt thesuit. , ,

Ad! GOEBEL. I t 'nk problems that we htid are eyident ft pm
our record, and 04dtn' change hnything I have in the ,stWte-
ment, ,

,
. i.

,
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NO-CROSSOVER RULE

- Senator
\

GRASSLEY. OK. Have you been.. affected by the prohibi-
tions against crossover, any of you?

Mr. GOEBEL. Yes, we have.
Senator GRASSI.V. In mtot Way?
Mr. 'Goics Et.. I vi7Auld prjier to have nick Wood swer that.
Mr. Wool). We ,y,rere involved, Senator Grass le antitrust 1 i-

gation involving the Big -1U /PAC -10 .Conferen . UCLA an
Southern California, as plaintiffs, against the University of ellras-
ka, Notre Dame, the CFA and ABC. A suit was filed rn Federal dis-
trict' court in Los Angeles, challenging the CFA /ABC no-crossover
rule. Yie have declined to give our,consent to appearing on televi-
sion in the UCLA-Nebraska game because of that' no-crossover rule. ..
Ve felt we' were contractually obligated to go along with 'the CFA/'
ABC contract. t

Notre Dame took the Kula ion. , ..*
There was a hearing in ear Septem . JudgelGadboy, a Feder-

al district judge in Los An es, held that the no.:crossover proVi-
sion violated the Federal itrust laws, and enjoined the Universi- i
ty of Nebraskti and Notre Dame Uriiversitjr from refusihg to con-
sent because of the no-crossover provision. °, & .

li

Also, the decision enjoih'ed both the CFA and ABC from impOsing
any sanctions against either Nebraska or Notre Dame-because of
The no-crossoven rule.

in light of the decision, that Federal court decision, the .Udiversi-
. ty of Nebraska made a decision to where we felt it wps in our best

interest to consent to the telecast of the UCLA-Nebraska game. It
, _

was, in fact, telecast. ,,, .

The decision was appealed, to tte, Ninth U.S. Circuit of Appeals, ..
-which recontly of the Federal court decision. And I think as '
a result of that, the Notre Dtime-USC game will also be telecast
this coming weekend. .

. ,
,,

,,

So we were directly affected, 'tieing involved in Some litigation *,
and 'some expense because of it. - , -

. Senator- GRASSLEY. You don't think we'll see anyontire prohibi- As.
tions, then?, \-- AlitMr.- WOOD. On the ho-cioss rule? F 4

Senator GRASSLEV. Yes. s-,\ ,, 1 "-
Mr..Woon: I tlyitik that the University of Nebrask& would be con-

siderably 'reluctant to participate in any type of an agreement_that .

had such a provision. . -.
Senator,G ASSLEY. Again back' to my question, Jim, and then

Max. .. .. t ,
Mr. URICK. CAM I clarify your question.? .. . ,
Sen,afor GRASSLEY. Yes. * , ,

Mr: URIcK.. Ad to whether or not we supported ifii University of
Oklahoma, they acted independently and didn't 'really ask for sup-

-port pr not. We supported,-because of time cbtiStiaints, the ,CF,nitit
plan to market college football television for 1984, and that Was a

'reluetant yes vote. It had nothing to do _with the_UniversIty' of
Oklahoma.

.
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) Senator GRASSLEY. K. Now, in regard to my question about the
,. .
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crossover, have you been affected by the prohibition against cross-
over? 1 1 46' .

Mr. Ustdx. We have not been, but I would not support a plan
tiudyvould have'that:kind of a provision' in it. .

Senator GRAMM. Jim. at
isMr. WHITE. We were affected to the extent that .we ikere sched-l .

,puled, when we played Penri State', a CFA member school, and that
game was not televised, and it became very cambersome and com-
plex as to whether or not we could pia that on

S. a factor among 'ma y
televisioi . And I,

things. But that was the only case yhere we played a CF school.,
think the cross over provision WA other

that we didn't televise.
Senator GRASSLEY. The last question gets to a philosophy that

wan probably best discussed earlier todaj, by ,John Kurtt's state-
ments regarding the insensitivity of institutions such as, those that
have brought the suit; and particularly that they have little con-
cern for what athletic programs are all about or ought to be about.

# And it this is the case, can smaller athletic programs even Survive?
Now, you've heard John express something similar to that. How

do you share the problem presented by the small colleges, and
, , whether $'r not, we aren't forgetting a lot of athletes and a lot of

. Programs where there's going to be a loss of rienue as a result of
... the letision? ,.. .

Mr. POEBEL. I can't speak td the impact on our prom, because
I've !left looked at any of our Imoncial statements. IMve viense,
of tAat, butl'in certain, ash sit 'her , ht it- would ke ativerloe.

:I, '. flowevti; frd Our point of view; I lieve that the University of
Nebraska,,-Li icoln; is -concerned a. t athletics generally, not just --,
a pirograrii a an institution. /...thi k ouf behavior substantiates
that. .-

,
- .

e .
Senator, GRASSLEY. Jim. 1 , .114r, WHITE. I think, in dealing wi otti. adniirili 'ration at the

UniOrsity of Iowa, I've sensed a very 4te ci5nte1n for area col-'
. le ea and universities. 'Ours isnhr a po 'tied that's staken lightly, .
an when we had, opportunities under_ CAA legislation bil co., an
exception telecast, it wils deliberated for a .long time -whathtr- or '
not we should even attempt; to, do it, beCause of the, effect it would

.

have on-areaskhools. j ,
, . ...

4..
WA), you Dhow, I: think our pbsitionisThat,'`as John has stat,i3d, we*

lookc O.:intercollegiate athletics as one "institution in our country,
',- and.we feel ther6 ii,,if'place for ,eyery Size ofinstiiitzliqn to compea,

'-: . I 4ould jot hope that there is nbt. the general 941-mptiOn that
' bignes is, per be, bad, because wesdon't feel thilt.'s,lihe case. And vat

. the divbion 1 levell thi le there are a tremendous 'lumber of...belle-,. *Ad th*t are derived scompetition,at that level tbat:we would ").
.hope`could be prese ved, and also that division II tinttaition ,I-tA

could operate in ha ny. 4., . ,
t :Z-;Senator QRASSLEY. Fhanks. , 4,..
' Mr..141Ficitc. I would hdt. take, issue .ivith John's concernilkiactit I

.41 think we share that.'coneern-7-of how- fgothall televilon, Prohf-
eration of telialYsion;per ,die; might affect the 'millet c and

., un iVersitiletbat have perhaps less extensive' programs.
g . ,..

t .
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I don't know what the answer ; I really don't. But I don't think .)3
Iowa State would want the Wa tburg fa to stay honie from a
Wartburg event, tp watch an Iowa Sta event on televisio4.4lb
would mot think that_would'be particularly 'good, awl ;Avould'hope
that there 'would be-some kinds qf, considerations inclukled. -

Senator ORASSI.EY. As a follMup on each of your responses,
Which, 'from my standpoi nj. are very positive, and I'm sure schools
the sizeof Wartburg will allnsider them very positive, now there's a
me Ling coming up of the NCAA in Janury where I assume some
of th general issue will be' discussed, do you think thiAt, as you get
into t ose seminars, or hovivtr-you do.your business, thathe con-
cerns o the artburgs wiP actually he an issue for serious di us-

'sion, tis y( a your individual. institutions say you share t ~ con-
cern? , _. 0..

Mr. URISK. share that concern, but in all reality I,ean't see
where the oo astiPIS of division II and III will be he No. 1. concern
of division I 'acholils in discussing this. leNthat I think his concerns -
are verreal concerns,,and they\re not easily solved.

Senat9r ,GRASsit. Mid noight\not,eyen be Uldressed, you're sug-gestin 7. ' . w , 4 et.
?!

IliiKK. I slon:it ow. That could be. 1 . . - .

Se 5 ror. GRASSI. at's really my last question, so I'm not
goi to keep you ii. uch longer. - . wr

Mr. Gobi 1.. Since I ckn't attend those meetings, and Dr. O'Han-.
Ion d 4.d, like to fimighim respond that.:4

Dr . 0: roa.nx, Well,. I'd just have .to agree with Max. I tliiilk .., .
people will be aware of those concerns, but as has already been
pointed kut, in order to have even close. to -the same kind of earn-.
ins that you had previously, yni3O tint on mbre times. And

opposib3 direction inright awa.y,_division I school ark ,gains' i
showing their Ctitteern, and,41Tn not sur at divisfonI schools are, ._

going to' be wilting to have their earnings cut baCk- all that much
f
.more.

VA- .
1. 1p I tnin there is a conflict that'will build up, andisince gate
neeei,pts Y* lb, are-the heat of all of our programs, and the ques-
tion was rid earlier about what will happen to gate receipts is
*really The crucial ism*? here, andit think its really much too early '
to 'Wow on that, With the Supreme Court decision not coming until
midsurirmei -. with seasoilickets'already ptirchased; and every -`
thing. k --'

As yfiy saver from the testimony of the independent cable opera-
tors, they want to televise more mimes, and in fact as I see the

f'ActiOrk her& taken by them' it almost forces us to televise more
'games, or .imit to be-able to deny televising them because of any
pact that we ve mitered into to limit our television.
. So- ess the concern t- what will h ppen to the smaller
pee is.really a very big concern. - .,r,Givissipey. That's all the riestions have. Do any of you
hav l ng comments ybu want to Make efr, nee I dismil)s the 4,
Kula Then I have,a shor closing statement.

[No response.]
OK. Then letipiae thank you'ras a'specifit -panel for coming, and

..twe appreciate your participation.,
.1 it 11

tir
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I'dlike to thanitall of our witnesses for testifying today, and I, of
course, know that this was a very busy time for people involved in
university and collegiate athletics, a busy time for them to come,
but also I think that's what makes our hearing very timely, as we
have it now at the near end of the football season.

So my thanks to all of you, and especially to t} University of
Northern !Owe and Bob Bowlsby for being, our host. The record
we've developed here today will prOvide the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee and the Congress as a whole milich needed information as it
continues its deliberations orb this very important issue.

... In conclusioh, itis apparent that a number of serious problems
have arisen in the wake of tke NCAA cffe. The issues of increased

ressores on schools to prOduce winners, and the question of what -
appens to small football programs remain to be answered. `1
I would hone 'tha he academic community can read some.kind

of a ng its members,- and will consider tha.-issues9
raised here today in &pursuit of those meetings that they have. I
dOn't anticipate that Congress will be anxious to pass legislation re-
vising the antitrust laws. However, the more serious these prob-
lems became, the more pressitte thete will be to dd something to
solve thehi. and obviously hero. today we've even had some of the
witnessek;:suggest that we do take that route ol haying antitrust ex-
emption. - 4 s',

The record, of course, as I said previously, will remain open for
1 14 days for any further su issions, and as other committerNem-

bers, are. interested in the ubject, for any answers to questions
they wady Otiti".-And on or Iwo of the witnesses did take the re-
sponsibility of giving some answers to us in writing which they
could not give orally at this time.

So I say thair you all very much, and the hearing is djsiurned.
[Whereupon; at 3:35 p.m:, the heafint was adjourned.
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r, APPENDIX

%Front the Ilt;w York Timor, Oct. 18. 1984J

N.C.A.A IIRAO ASKS ASSAULT ON RAMPANT Anusx OF RULES

(By Peter Alfano)

Walter Byers, the executive director of the National Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion, says that illegal payments and other improprieties are so widespread in inter-
collegiate athletics that a convention of university 'presidents should be called to ex-
plore the possibility of a tougher violations code.

Among the penalties Mr. Byers said he would like to see for the most serious
canes are more routine curtailment of scholarships, dismissals of coaching staffs and
sti nsions of team schettules for one year or more.

This is the first time that Mr. Byers has acknowledged the size of the payments to
athletes, which he estimates to be up to $20,000 or more a year, and he says that
the N.C.A.A.. is losing ground in its attempt to enforce.the rules and maintain the
integrity of big-time college sports.

"We're not keeping up with the chase," Mr. Byers said.-"I've talked with our rep-
resentatiVes and people I respect end the problem is much worse, thah I thought.

Mr, Byers said in an .interview itt the N.C.A.A. offices in Mission, Kan., that "I
have the belief dint an overwhelming number of peoplethe Presidents, athletic di-
rectors, faculty and ctfficheswttill. a better world in intercollegiate athletics. rthink
they will embrace a new Order.

Dr. John Ryan, the president of Indiana university and irtrof the Presi-
dents Commission, which was formed to locik into the 'fob MEI intercolle-
giate athletics said yesterday that the feelihg among the

p
cominisSio embers-and' fellow presidents and chancellors is to Accept Mr. Byer's assesiment o he situation.

The cprnmission also is kreeable to holdinga vonvention at an unspecified date.
"We hIid a meetin? on Oct. 3 and 4,and voted to initiate the steps necessary to

calling a xonveftion; Dr. Ryan said, "But it is important to do the preliminaries,
the fact-gathering, so we can have before all the presidents the problems we've stud.:
ied."

Dr. Ryan said, howeizer, that he did not lean toward implementing the harsher
'penalties sugggsted by Mr. Byers. "I'm not ready to do somethingabout the problem
like jacking ulb the !vanities, ' he said. "It's not how htird you come down, but gen-
erating the wilt £ purge athletics of the przictices and people not consistent with
the values, of the institution. There is nosenfre:shutting down a bank because the
presidept is embopling money. I'm not vengeful el. retributionvinded."

TheN.c.A.A.,. Mr: Byers emphasized, Eras erpanVed as enforcement division in
recent years..But what is 'needed, he added, is a recommitment by the membership
to more honest programs. .

"In a society.. there will be chronic violators in anrsystem," Mr. Byers said. "put
think this is worth \he effort. With a conscientious re-evaluation . . . it coul ery

well Work. If it doesn t, thOn Intercollegiate athletics could be serioAlly dam br
destroyed as we know it." .

24.C.A.A. HEAD SINCE 1951 4*

Mr. Byers, who is 62 .years old, has been the pxecutIve director of the N.C.A.4..
since 1951. Although he said that his duties were to implement he programs wird
enforce the rules agreed to iv the N.C.A.A. membership,bf 791 cdlleges andwiver-
ties, he has' wielded consiaerthk influence during his tam and has teen Melted
on occasion by some school administrators; athletic directors iftld peaches ibr being._
autocratic.

,
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Although the N dfd suspend the basketball-program at Southwest Louisi-
ana for two years *inning in the 1973-74 season, it was anreAttordinary action
taken only because or the number- and serverity of violations. Mr. Byers_ wants
harsher penalties such as the one used against Southwest Louisiana to be predeter-
mined hi' fit specific violations and be invoked more 'requently.

MANY FORMS OF PAYNE T.
Illegal payments, Mr. Byers ilaid,; can come from p variety of sources: sale of an

athlete's allotment of season ticket.s'at inflated inlets, purchasing an automobile for
an athlete and outright etas handouts. 7

Mr Byers would not identiry.schoela or athletes involved in receiving the large
paymesits. David Borst, the N.C.A.A. director of enforcement, said: "Mr. Byers is
bound by the'written policies and Procedures that require us to keep that informa-
tion confidential." Mr. Borst added that the executive director does Worm the in-
tennil committees of the N.C..A.A. and the schools under investigation of all the spe-
cifics in a given case.

Mr. Byers said the violators are using "sophisticated techniques" to get the pay-
ments to the athletes. These techniques, he said, are extremely difficult to detect.
Ile also said than most violations occur in football and basketball, but are not limit-.
ed to those swills,

From January 1981 to the present, 39 schools with varying sizes of athletic pro-
grams have -wen on N.C.A.A. probation for numerous rules infractions. Mr. Berst
refused to say whether any of them was guilty of making* large pa4mentkto ath-
letN. Ile acknowledged, however, that an -average of 10 to 12 investigations a year
b.y his office involve allegations of payments in the $20,000 range. Not all are
proven, he said.

Mr Byers said he thought the en10 perce n t of the universities playing major sports
were "chronic violators" of the Yuiet and that another 10 to 15 percent "don't want
to do it, but because of the so-called competitive pressures, will turn their head."
There. are 278 schools with Division I-A athletic programs.

1

THE PHELPS ACCUSATIONS

liejate March 1982, Rieharti.(Digger) Phelps, the head basketball coach at Notre
Dame, charged that a number of colleges across thesountry were paying a standard
rate of $10,000 _a year to outstanding basketball players. Ho said that the price tag
Was as high as $20,000 for a good college football player. Mt. Phelps wricriliciZed in
the coaching profession at the time for his statements.

"I didn't believe it at the time and I believe it now," Mr. Byers said, referring to
the charges of the payments. "I won't speak to a sport, but to the value of the
money. And we've had people tell us on a confidential ,basis that it's more than
that; -

"I was surprised" he continued. "I was led into the belief that the trafficking was
at a low level to take care of expenses. Coaches have asked for $60 or $100 monthly
allottances for players. But we're talking about more than that. It's thousands of
dollars and it happens more freqKently than I thought."

But eight schools -currently °A -probation denied that Hy of the violations they
were cited for involved large payments. "Of the things we wore accused of and
which were proven, none pertains to dollars or things of value like cars or that kind
of money," said Bob Hitch, the Soutiarn Methodist University athletic director.

And Bill McClellan, the athleticVirector at'Clemson, said: "In our case, there.
were no massive amounth of money. Ours were for transportation, meals and the
like. There were two allegations, one of which involved taking a $500 payment, but
nothing involved the kind of money" that Mr. Byers talked about. f

"Our conches were accused of a lot of things but the N.C.A.A. never golus on that
Lind of money," said Lewis Perkins, the athletic director at Wichita State. "Did it
happen or not? I'm not safring that it did not happen, but twos not around in this
job at the time." '

John Bridgers, the ,New Mexico athletie director, said that he could not envision
anyone in Albuquerque, where the campus is situated, who could pay larg,p sums to
athletes. "Not that kind oP money," he said.."If so, it wits nOt,brought out 'in any of
the allegations." 16.

"I clime Into tNis position a year ago Septoibeil" said Peter Delis, tli4.0
athletic director, "so I don't have ap' inforpiation. The material I read. on 0:1
does not.indicate to me anything ofithatiimension.".

,
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Arnold Shert, the 'Oklahoma city athletic director, added: "Our violations were
very minor. That kind of money would scare me to death. I came into the job and
we found and reported the violations ourselves to the N.C.A.A."

TELEVISI9N A MAJOR FORCE

The large payments Mr. Byers referred to are. repprtedly made by school boosters
and others close to the athletic program to censure its continued qtjingth. There is
more than tradition and school pride involved: It is a matter ofltonomics. Mr.
Byers said that television is a major force in the growth of intercollegiate athletics,
thus raising the competitive stakes for schools with big-tithe programs.

But it also was Mr. Byers who negotiated the increasingly lucrative television con-
tracts with the networks, the most recent in 1982 when the N.C.A.A. sold its foot:
ball broadcast rights for $263 million, the bulk of it purchased by CBS and ABC. The
'ontract was declared void last June by the United States Supreme Court, which
ruled for the Universjties of Georgia and Oklahotrat that the N.C.A.A. was in viola,
tion of tintitrust laws when it acted as the sole bargaining agent of the colleges.

As a result of the Supreme Court decision, there now are not restrictions on the
number of- television appearances by a school, thus, a glut of games is available. in
most viewing markets every Saturday dbring the football season. This has lowered
the rights fees and make less money available to the college powers who bad envi-
sioned just the opposite. kir. Byers said he and his organization wore not blameless .

for what is happening in college sports today and said he had perhaps encouraged
the temptation for schools to violate rules in search of winning teams.

"'Ale N.C.A.A. has contributed to the system," Mr. Byers said. "We have helped
build the demand. TV exposure is a factor. It's ,a psychology. Schools are asked:
'Aren't you on TV?'

LITTLE REMORSE EXPRESSED

But Mr. Byers.said he also has sensed a lessening of cooperation among coaches, a
lack of power among some presidents-to take action and very little remorse ex-
pressed by most schools that are placed on probation. "I will say that it bothers a
lot of our people who sense a lessening of resolve among coaches that tier-Wes are
enforced," he salt!.

"Fewer coaches are willing to cooperate," he added, stressing that he thinks the
"younger generation" of coaches is less cooperative.

"I don't believe that presidents get into the area of collusion' Mr. Byers contin-
ued., "'They ares helpless in the environment that they operate. There may be a
group of trustees who want a certain standard in athletics. But because those presi-
dents may be pacitistsit doesn't moan they are comfortable. A lot are just disconso-
late about what do do about it.:'

Still, he pointed to the President's Commission, a committee of 44 presidents and
chancellors who are studying the problems confronting the athletic programs, as
evidence that action is being taken.

Mr. Byers added that, "a voluntary enforcement system cannot work unless insti-
tutions agree. If enough combat us, the enforcement system is useless."

WHY PICK ON US

The prevailing attitude among some athletic departments, said, is that every-
one is breaking rules so why picks:in us? The N.C.A.A. rules, he pointed out, are not
the law of the land, only a code of conduct agreed to by the Membership. Perhaps,
he said, the association is wrong to impose its tnoral values on individual members.

If the colleges are unwilling to make the reforms, Mr. Byers said, then they light
as well go to an open division as he proposed a month ago in an interviewNith
Sports l 'llustrated. That suggestion astounded many of those in college athletics and
administration.' In an -bpan' division, there would be fewer rules and student- athletes
would become semiprofessionals who are paid for percorming.

As an example, he cited the trust funds that enable athletes in track Und field to
earn money Mit to retain their amateur standing. He was impressed, he said, how
the definition of till amateur thullecori e liberalized by the International Olympic
Conim it tee. I

But the open division suggestion has not met, with favorable respontie, Mr. Byers
said. Ile,estimated that 90 percent, of those he has spoken to in administration and
coaching at the major-college level oppose declaring themselves prbfessionals to any
degree.
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"Within the collegiate family, no one of thought or substancq, wants to see the
01ympic concept brought into intercollegiate athletics," he. said.

There are consequences.that institutions' might face if they chose the semi-profes-
sional route, Mr. Byers said. Alumni and "resident4 in a college tOWR might reject
the concept and no longer be as loyal. Some prominent faculty members might
.choose to work in another environment more conducive to lefinie" players might
organize us their counterparts at the professional Irvel -have. and Some top athletes
might be more inclined to pass up college entirely and seek to play in-the profes-
sional legauesafter-gradMitton froyi high school.

Mr. Byers said he doubted w her any university would be willing to be exposed
to thise possibilities. 'd they would rather institute reforms. fhe re-
wardg have escalated so fast and the penalties have not increased at the name rate."
be said "Probation is considered the.price of doing business by some schools."

PLAYER TELLS OF OFFER

DALLAs. Oct. 12 (AP)- -Keith Stanberry of Oklahonia, a leading recruit in 1981,
says he might be phiying for Southern Methodist university if an S.M.U. alumnus
had not offerttd him eash and Ai car to sign with the school.

"i feeel like he was tun* to buy me and I didn't want to be put in that position,"
Stanberry said. "Oklahoma didn't offer me anything and Texifs didn't offer me any- ,-
thing. S. .U. was the only one that came at me like that." .

The ilktnit Pleasant defensive back is now a senior at Oklahoma. He Witt his
story last year to the National Collegiate Athletic Association, which has been in-
vestigating the S.M.U. athletic program and alumni recruiting for 20 months. ,.

Stanberry told The Dallas Times Herald the offer was made by William Means Jr.
of Mount Pleasant, a 1971 S.M.U. graduate who was a loan officer and vice presi-
dent of a Mount Pleasant bank at the time.

-11e said. 'What kind of car do you like?' I said, '280Z.' He said, 'You can have
that if you sign with us,' ".ftanberry said. t

Means &linty making thf offers and says he did nbt even try to recruit. Stanberry
for S.M.U. ,, . 1

Stanberry also says Means Offered him a $10-anzbour summer job "to do nothinif"
'except work out and1ift weights. -

(Froin the New YorkcTimr8---June 29, 198II

N.C.A.A. MOVING To CLARIFY TV RULING.

(By Cordon S. White, Jr.)

RosEmoNT, 11.1,., June 28One day alter its exclusive control of college football
telecosts had been voided by the Supreme Court, the National Collegiate Athletic
Association began the process today of returning to a,lower Federal court to deter-.
mine the extent of direction it will be allowed to impose.

The ruling by the High Court permitted the possibility of a continued N.C.A.A.
role in frxithall-telecast regulation. But the court left it to Judge Juan Burciaga of
Unitet1 States District Court in Oklahoma City, who first heard the antitrust suit

'that Was decided WednesdayAo rule on the level of that role.
While the N.C.A.A.'s lawyers prepared papers seeking a hearing before Judge

Burciaga; uncertainty prevailed today in this Chicago suburb as representatives of
the 105 schools in the organization's chief footbatl division, 1 -A, opened a two-day
meeting. -

That this regularly scheduled meeting followed the Court's deciSion by only a day
was coincidental, but the ruling was by far the major topic of conversationand
confusion. Still, there was one area 0/agreement among most participants: Before
deciding whether to submit tq some reduced,N.C.A.A. control or to arrange national
deals under the auspices of the College Football Association or individual confer-
ences, that wanted to see what a new N.C.A.A. plan entailed.

Meanwhile, the effects of the landmark.,ruling were becoming quickly atiparent.
In New York, the Ivy league, also, whose eight members compete in Division I-

AA. announced an agreement by which the Public Broadcasting Service will televise
nine games to the Northeast this fall. The packager, Trans .World International is
seeking. five corporate sponsors, which would pay a 'total of slightly more than $1
million. portion of the money will be shared by the Ivy schools.
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In fv,itooliouge, 1.S U. signed a three-year contract with Nashville cable-TV pack-_

tiger, oortsView, to pipe t he university's football games into homes across Louisi-
ana on a payperview basis. L.S.U. had already had a pay -pot- view program in
effect for the last two seasons, but until Wednesday's ruling the N.C.A.k had pro-
hibited the broadcasts to be piped intoi,eastvh.ere a local college team Pad a home
game scheduled

These developments followed an'himouncement Wednesday by Metrosports, a syn-
dication service bused in Maryland, that it had already signed, a contract with the
Big Ten and Pacific-10 conferences to televise those leagues'. gnaws on a weekly
basis The Turher Broadcasting System, meanwhile, was *di pursing a deal with
the Southeastern Conference.

All of these deals will p4annably be a part of the so-called window concept that
has evolved in recent months, under which certain Saturday hours would be avail
able -for the individetal schools or conferences to sell their games to the highest
bidder, in addition to whatever national plan is agreed upon.

Both CBS ands/ABC, whose contracts with the N.C.A.A. were voided on Wednes-
day's decision, said today that thq,were likely to continue in the bidding for gam
under a national plan NBC. which in recent seasonfilias not televise8 college foot.-

,ball other than bowl games, has Inidno public statement indiMing whether it, will
join the bidding.

With regard to the N.C.A.A.'s next step, Wilke!. Byers, the organization's exiku-
tive direct, said:

"Our lawyers are doing what is necesary to gain a bearing before Judge Burciagn.
We have not yet heard when that will be. But if it is sometime next week, then it is
probable that the N C.A.A. will holti a spfecial colsvention within three weeks."

Some of the Division 1-A representatives meeting here were divided today on
wht,ther to wait for such an N.C.A.Acourt decision and convention or to go ahead
with alternative football television packages. But the regular mnjor college football
season begins Sept. I, and all these officials agreed that this left little time in which
to decide ho\v to handle football TV for the 1984 season.

John David Crow, assistant athletic director at TexaS A&M, said, "How.can we be
expected -aft erfifill complex ruling yesterday to decide inn vole tomorroW,just what
to do with our TV? This is too important not to take some time."

Gene Corrigan. Notre Dame's athletic director, said, "We emit wait forever. We
have to move in some direction, and soon.".

WORKING AGAINST TIME

.Waynq Duke, commissioner of the Big Ten, reiterated-bdlind that he wanted
his league to be part of an N.C.A.A. plan, and representatives of the Pac-I0 ex-
pressed similar feelings. Of the major football powers-across the country, these are
the only two leagues whose members do.not belong to the (i3-school C.F.A.

Chuck Neinas, executive director of the C..F.A., obviously wanted a decision
, during the two-day meeting here that ends tomorrow.

Speaking to C.F.A members, Neinas said, "I ask all of you to be prepared before
we. leave to come to seine kind of conclusion as to whet path to follow."

Since the N.C.A.A. does not know what it will be permitted to do until it hears.
from Judge Burciagn, any plan approved here this week would be primarily a C.F.A.
plan.

Otis Singeltary, president of the University of Kentucky and'president of the
F.C.A . said, "Ed like to know what the N.C.A.A. has to,9ffer. don't.know that we

untilcan move we know that, but we,,havesso little time.

iFrom Thu!, July J, 19841

TAKING AWAY -rim N.C.A.A.'s 1-10.1.+,ANn IN OTHER COURT DECISIONS,' THREE
ADMINISTRATION VICTORIES

Illy Michael S. Serrill, rerorted by Anne Constable, Washing* and Don Winbush,
Chicago) oftit

Every year before its summer recess the U.S. Supreme Court caps 'months of work
with a final deluge of opinions that appears to undermine the institution's image as
a temple of calm reflection. Whether the cause is the court's work load'or the Jus-
tices' inclination to be dilator* this year hosbeen no different. At thd start of last

-week, the court still had 43 undecided cages, almost one-quarter of the full term's
output. By the end of last week, 2p decisions hed been announced in a modntallOof
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opinions, concurronet% and dissents One in particula stirred broad lotion/II niter
est: the Justices took the bull away frtam the N.C.A.A.

-In 1951, Yecognizing TV as a threat to gate receipts, the Wand Collegiate AtheL
letic Association created LI "television plan" that gave it axclusive control of all col-.
lege football broadcasts, a control that is now measured la, big money. For 1982-85,
the N.C.A.A. negotiated $281 million worth of, TV deals covering its 5094inembersi,
thst have intercollegiate football teams. Contracts with ABC and CBS contained nu-j'
merous restrictions designed to spread the wealtE" For example, they 'guaranteed
television appearances to both largo and small schools, established limits on the
number of games that could be broadcast, barred any team from apPearieg more
than six tittles in two years mid effectively set the'price teams could receive for a
broadcast.

In 1981 the universities of Oklahoma and Georgia sued, charging that the
N.CA.A.'s TV contracts illegally restrained the commerce" in long passes and end
runs. last week the Supreme Court upheld their claim. Writing for a 7-to-2 Majori-
ty, Justice Johti Paul Stevens found that however worthy the NC/A.A. might be, it
had violated the federal antitrust laws. Dissenting Justice Byron White, a former
football All-American at the University of Colorado,argued that the TV .plan was
just ofte element in a larger N.C.A.A. struCtuiiidesigned to discourage the "profes-

.',IsiouAlization" of intercollegiate spurts. Stevens saw the action differently. Without
the N.C.A.A. restrictions, manymore games would be broadcast by local stations, he
observed. "Individual competitors lose their freedom to compete. Priceis higher and

`output lower than they would othetwise be, and both ore unresponsive to consumer
preference."

By coincidence, the N.C.A.A: and its Division I-A schoolsthe biggest football
powerswere meeting In Chicago right after the high court ruling, and they franti-
cally,sought to avoid chaos and the dread consequences of TV oversaturation. '['here
seemed to he strong sentiment for some sort of voluntary TV package put, together
by the N.C_AA. The court appears to have left room for a loosened arrangemen
but it remained unclear exactly what kind of plan could now-pass muster. In title
meantime, pressure for some schools to make private deals 9IreadS, formidable.

Notre Dame, whose team is the most marketal5le to a national audience, has been
offer $29 million for-its schedule,Aliough for now Athletic Director Gene Corrigan
fa.v group arrangement. In an ciphtion of the coureedeciAion, the Big Ten and
Pe 10 conferences had -already signed separate provisional' TV deals. Oklahoma
an ebraska had also put their fall schedules up .for sale, but they were disap-
poll ed with the results. "A lot of people felt that the opei.-4Qarket would be a

------golden market," said John Swofford, head of the p4.c.A,A.'s ootb dl televisiob coma
mittre. "I don't,: think that's going to be the case. lasee more games being broadcast
but I,. see those
weeks away, col
back out tif their.

Thei court's
done well befo.

The Admit

Ines worth,fv\er dollars. {' With the solason openers only eigh
ge football teams had the ball again, brit they were running it
ndzone.

dings last week also gave the Reagan Administration, which has
e the high bench this year, three more victories.
tratiod was happiest about winning its bid to ease some antipollution

regulations., In areas of the country that do not meet national air-quality standards,
federal law requires an elaborate 'permit procedure for the construction of new or
modified industrial facilities. In 1981, however, the Enuiroiniental Protection
Agency ruled that the permit requirements do not apply if incrensed pollution from

im addition is -offset by a pollution reduction elsewhere in tire plant. By a 6-to-0
vote, the court found that there is nothing in thy to bar this so-called bubble
approach. In language that should strengthen tl authority of agencies to interpret
the Statutes they administer, Justice Stevens wrote, ''Federal judgeswho have no
constituencyhave a duty to respect legitimate policy choiteA made by those who
de"
X.The ;Administration also won when the264M upheld regulations thitt in practice
bar travel kty most citizens to Cuba. Under a 1977. law, Congress required that the
President &dare a "national emergency", and consult with Congress before impos-
ing economic sanction l on foreigri countries. Without following these proCedures, the
Treasury Department '11, 1982 prohibited the spun diagg of UPS. dollars on hotels and
other tourist accommothltions in Cuba. By a 5-to-4 vote, the court agreed with the
Administration that the restrictions *ere allowed under a technical readirig of the
"grandfather clause" in the law.

The third pro-Government decision grew out of plans for it 1982 demonstration in
two parks near the White House. To call attention to the plight of the homeless, the .

Community for Creative Non-Violence proposed to put up 60 tents to hoube actutt74""'
homeless _people. The National Park Service authorited the tents, but invoked art.*
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anticamping regulation and refused to allow demonstratm* to sleep in them.-C.C.IN V sued mid lost, 7 to Al Dissenter Thurgood Marstiall agreed with the"groupthat a homelesS sleep-in was the very essence of its protest and, though "a nivelmode of communication, " 811,00d-have been allowed. Bul. Justice Byron White, writ-.fug for a seven-judge majoritg, held that under the First Amendment the Govern-ment has the Night.to make tkie conduct of demonstrators "subject to reasonabletime, place and manner restrictions." Once again, the court seemed to say, theReagan Administration hall to deftly found legal support for its actions.,
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